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Abstract
The performance of several important industrial processes, such as Fluid Coking or Fluid
Catalytic Cracking, is dependent on the good distribution of liquid feed sprayed into a fluidized
bed of hot inert or catalytic particles, respectively.
Liquid injected into a fluidized bed is distributed in three different ways: (i) free
moisture, or liquid coating individual particles; (ii) wet micro-agglomerates, which are fluidized;
and (iii) wet macro-agglomerates, which settle to the bottom of the bed. This study develops and
evaluates various methods for the determination of this moisture.
In the study using electrical techniques, two different kinds of electrodes geometries are
considered, one single rod electrode and 5 separate plate wall electrodes. Several nozzles are
used to spray water into a gas-solid fluidized bed: scaled-down versions of regular industrial
nozzles and a nozzle (High ALR) that uses an exceptionally high flowrate of atomization gas to
provide a nearly perfect dispersion of the injected liquid on fluidized particles. Since the High
ALR nozzle does not form agglomerates, it is ideal to calibrate various methods for the
measurement of the free moisture.
The properties of the wet agglomerates that are formed during injection are determined
with a method that is only suitable for small beds. A sugar solution as a binder is injected into a
fluidized bed, and the bed is defluidized to preserve the initial agglomerates until the entire bed
dries out. The agglomerates are collected, sorted in different size cuts, and their initial liquid
content is estimated from their sugar concentration.

iii

The bed conductance is shown to provide an accurate measurement of the free moisture
in both small and large fluidized beds. While plate wall electrodes provide the most accurate
results, both experimental measurements and modeling results show how rod electrode geometry
could provide reliable estimates of the free moisture. The rod electrode is applied in a large
fluidized bed with commercial-scale spray nozzles to determine the best nozzle premixer and the
best nozzle type.
Finally, a model is developed for predicting the bed conductance, using COMSOL
Multiphysics and considering the collected agglomerates properties. The model is fully validated
with experimental data.

Keywords: Fluidized bed, bed conductance, moisture distribution, avalanche, image processing,
liquid-solid agglomerates, nozzle-premixer, agglomerate stability, Fluid Coking, COMSOL
software.
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Introduction

Fluid Coking is used to upgrade bitumen and petroleum residue into more valuable petroleum
products. In Fluid Coking, heavy oil feed at 300-350ºC is sprayed into a fluidized bed of coke
particles at 500-550°C through a steam atomized feed nozzle. The heat contained in the bed
particles brings the feed to the reaction temperature and provides the energy for the highly
endothermic cracking and coking reactions. Product vapors from this reaction are removed while
coke by-product is deposited onto the surface of the fluidized coke particles. Condensable vapors
are recovered to provide synthetic crude. The coke particles flow down to a stripper where
steam is used to remove product vapors and are then conveyed to a burner where a portion of the
coke is burned to reheat the coke particles before they are transported back to the reactor and for
particle size control.
It is essential to maximize the yield of cracked products and minimize the amount of coke
formed. If the initial liquid distribution is not ideal, a significant fraction of the injected liquid is
trapped in agglomerates. This increases coke yield (House et. al., 2004). Furthermore, fouling
occurs when wet agglomerates saturated with heavy liquids stick to reactor internals, such as
stripper sheds. These heavy liquids are present when coking of the liquid is delayed by mass and
heat transfer limitations caused by the formation of liquid agglomerates when bitumen is injected
into the bed.
Some studies have assessed the quality of liquid-solid contact in the fluidized bed and
investigations have modeled and characterized the impact of liquid sprays geometry on jet bed
interaction. Some researchers used the bed conductance as a novel method to evaluate liquid
distribution on bed particles but in a very empirical manner (Portoghese et al. 2008 and Leach et
al., 2009). Rigorous measurement techniques must be developed and validated to provide more
reliable and relevant data.
The main reasons which explain the necessity of this work are listed as below:
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1) Measurements must be performed to evaluate the performance of commercial-scaled spray
nozzles. Because of the scale of the required fluidized bed, the methods that could be used are
limited. Because industry will use the results to make decisions about the commercial units,
reliability is essential and at least two independent experimental methods that are suitable for this
scale must be implemented. The new and novel experimental methods should first be tested,
compared and validated at a small scale, and a model will be developed to understand and
optimize the experimental methods.
2) The effects of spray nozzle geometry and premixer type must be studied at a commercial
scale.
3) The effects of the atomization gas flowrate on liquid distribution on the fluidized particles
need to be determined.
4) The benefits of operating at a higher fluidization gas velocity must be quantified.
To simulate the injection of bitumen into a Fluid Coking reactor which contains hot coke
particles, water and sand particles with Sauter diameter of 185 μm are used at ambient condition.
McDougall et al. (2004) have shown that the water-sand system is a good room temperature
simulator of the hot bitumen-coke system, as there is nearly perfect wettability of the solids by
the liquids in both cases, which means that their tendency to form agglomerates is similar. We
selected sand with a Sauter mean diameter of 185 μm because it is the commercially available
sand that is closest to the size of industrial Fluid Coke particles.
Following chapters are designed to fulfill the aforementioned objectives:
Chapter 1 covers the development of simple and reliable methods for the determination of the
moisture distribution in a fluidized bed. In particular, this chapter aimed at the investigation and
optimization of the liquid distribution in a cold fluidized bed, using water and sand, for example,
to simulate the spraying of hot bitumen on hot coke particles in industrial Fluid Cokers.
In Chapter 2, the development of a bed conductance method has been illustrated and showed that
it could be successfully used in large fluidized bed for the testing of commercial-size spray
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nozzles. The main feature of this chapter is to transferring of findings from small simulated scale
to full scale with commercial nozzles.
Chapter 3 applies a reliable method to determine the comparison and ranking of the performance
of various realistic commercial nozzle geometries in the large fluidized bed.
Chapter 4 presents detail information on the agglomerates properties by creating agglomerates
during injection of sugar solution into a small fluidized bed. The effect of operational conditions
such as air to liquid ratio (ALR), fluidization gas velocity and liquid flowrate on the
agglomeration is studied.
In chapter 5, COMSOL Multiphysics is used to model the bed conductance during defluidization
right after the injection is complete. The properties of collected agglomerates are considered as
the initial and boundary conditions to solve the mass transfer, diffusion and Laplace equations.
The model is fully validated with experimental data. The modeling results show that the spray
quality can be defined by the evolution of the bed conductance during defluidization, subsequent
to the liquid injection. The liquid progressively diffuses out of the micro- and macroagglomerates, steadily increasing the bed conductance. The model can be used to optimize the
electrode geometry so that it is less sensitive to a non-uniform distribution of wet agglomerates.
In particular, it is used to understand the results obtained with a very large fluidized bed
equipped with a central, horizontal rod electrode.
Appendix A presents a review of the latest research work on mass transfer phenomena applied to
fluidized bed. Appendix B presents the detail information on experimental procedure.
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Chapter 1
Characterization of Moisture Distribution in a Fluidized bed

1.1. Introduction
The performance of several important industrial processes, such as Fluid Coking or Fluid
Catalytic Cracking, is dependent on the good distribution of liquid feed sprayed into a fluidized
bed of hot inert or catalytic solid particles, respectively. In the Fluid Coking process, which
operates at about 550oC, bitumen is spray-atomized with steam and injected into a fluidized bed
of hot coke particles providing the heat required to crack heavy hydrocarbons into lighter
products. The quality of the liquid injection has a significant impact on agglomerate formation
and on the yield of valuable liquid (Knapper et al., 2003). Imperfect liquid distribution results in
the formation of agglomerates that hinder heat transfer to the reacting liquid, slowing the
cracking reactions, increasing coke formation, and causing fouling of coker internals.
The objective of this study was the development of simple and reliable methods for the
determination of the moisture distribution in a fluidized bed. In particular, the study aimed at the
investigation and optimization of the liquid distribution in a cold fluidized bed, using water and
sand, for example, to simulate the spraying of hot bitumen on hot coke particles in industrial
Fluid Cokers. McDougall et al. (2004) have shown that the water-sand system is a good room
temperature simulator the hot bitumen-coke system, as there is nearly perfect wettability of the
solids by the liquids in both cases.
Fluidization quality is strongly affected by the presence of liquid. As a fluidized bed gets wetter,
its cohesivity increases and this reduces bed fluidity. McDougall et al. (2004) examined different
methods to evaluate the fluidization quality, such as a falling ball to measure the bed viscosity, a
funnel to measure the gravity flow time of a bed sample, a movable column top to determine the
Transport Disengaging Height (TDH), and pressure transducers to monitor the kinetics of bed
de-aeration.
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Several researchers have monitored bed fluidity with pressure fluctuations. When a liquid is
sprayed into a fluidized bed, the fluidization quality can degrade to the extent of affecting the
bed pressure drop, which Tardos et al. (1985), Stusch et al. (2001) and McLaughlin et al. (2001)
used to assess de-stabilization and de-fluidization in wet fluidized beds. Briens et al. (2003) were
able to detect the more subtle degradation in bed fluidity, which occurs at lower liquid
concentrations, by analyzing the signals from dynamic pressure transducers.
McDougall et al. (2004) showed that, as a fluidized bed becomes wet and agglomerates form, the
flux of entrained particles above the TDH decreases and their size distribution changes. Benoni
et al. (1994) had observed similar results when particles agglomerated due to electrostatic
effects.
The falling ball method was applied by McDougall et al. (2004) and Kai et al. (1991) to measure
the apparent viscosity of a wet fluidized bed. McDougall et al. (2004) showed that the velocity of
a ball falling through a fluidized bed was affected by the presence of liquid in the bed.
Renganathan et al. (2005) monitored the fluctuations of the local voidage in a fluidized bed by
applying a conductance method. They showed that the maximum of the Root Mean Square
(RMS) of voidage fluctuations can be related to the average bed voidage.
The injection of liquids into fluidize solids may create agglomerates of particles bound together
by the liquid. The additional objective of this study is to develop and evaluate several
experimental tools to measure the various types of moisture in fluidized beds: i) free moisture,
or water coating individual particles; (ii) micro-agglomerates, which are fluidized; and (iii)
macro-agglomerates, which are too large to remain fluidized and, consequently, settle to the
bottom of the bed. These tools can be applied to evaluate the performance of liquid spray
nozzles in fluidized beds.
1.2. Equipment
The experiments were performed in a Plexiglas fluidized bed column with a rectangular cross
section 0.5 m in length and 0.1 m wide. The bed material used in this study was Barco 71 silica
sand from Opta minerals with a Sauter diameter of 185 μm and a density of 2650 kg/m3. In each
experiment, the bed was filled with 45 kg of dry sand.
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In order to fluidize the bed uniformly, a porous plate distributor was used. The fluidization
velocity was set at 0.12 m/s during liquid injection and then reduced to 0.07 m/s.

The

fluidization air flowrate was controlled and measured with a calibrated 1.4 mm sonic orifice
This unit was equipped with a liquid line, to inject the water into the fluidized bed, and an air
line, to atomize the liquid into small droplets and, consequently, increase the interaction area
between liquid and solid. The atomization air was supplied from a high pressure cylinder at a
constant pressure controlled by a pressure regulator. A calibrated sonic orifice, with a diameter
of 1.4 mm, was used to measure the air flowrate.

A simple type of pre-mixer, called Bilateral

Flow Conditioner (BFC) (McCracken et al., 2005) was used to efficiently mix liquid and
atomizing air upstream of the spray nozzle.
Two types of spray nozzles were used in this study. The first nozzle, called TEB, is shown in
Figure 1.1. It is a scaled down version of industrial spray nozzles patented by Base et al. (1999).
In industrial processes, the flowrate of atomization gas must be minimized; for example, in the
Fluid Coking process, the flowrate of atomization steam must be minimized to reduce energy
costs, increase the coker capacity and reduce wastewater flows. The ratio of the atomization gas
mass flowrate to the liquid mass flowrate, or “Air to Liquid Ratio” (ALR), typically ranges from
0.5 to 2 %. With such ALR values, the liquid distribution is far from perfect, and agglomerates
are typically formed in the fluidized bed. The second type of nozzle used in this work was a
“high ALR nozzle” (Figure 1.2), consisting of a 3.6 mm diameter hollow cylinder and operating
with an ALR of 50 %.

Figure 1.1: TEB Spray Nozzle geometry
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Figure 1.2: “High ALR” hollow cylinder shaped nozzle
Preliminary experiments used a method first developed by House et al. (2008) to show that no
agglomerates were formed when liquid was injected into the fluidized bed with the high ALR
nozzle. This method was originally used to characterize the initial liquid-solid contact in a
fluidized bed by injection of a sugar solution. After an injection of such solution, the bed was
defluidized and allowed to slowly dry. The sugar would act as binder and maintain the integrity
of granules formed during the initial contact of the injected liquid with the sand particles.
Similarly to House et al. (2008), a solution of 22 wt% sucrose and 8 wt% glucose was used to
match the viscosity of bitumen at the injection temperature used in industry. Figure 1.3 shows
that no agglomerates were formed when the “high ALR nozzle” was used.

Figure 1.3: a sample of bed collected sand after spray with “high ALR” nozzle

1.3. Types of Moisture Distribution in a Fluidized Bed
Preliminary studies showed that, when liquid is spray-atomized into a fluidized bed, the
moisture is distributed throughout the bed in three different forms, (a) free moisture, (b) micro8

agglomerates, and (c) macro-agglomerates, as illustrated in Figure 1.4. Figure 1.4a shows the
ideal case, when all the liquid injected spreads on the surface of individual particles, without
forming any agglomerate. Such liquid is called “free moisture”. This does not occur with
practical spray nozzles, since a fraction of the injected liquid always forms agglomerates.
Micro-agglomerates refer to the small and light agglomerates that remain suspended within a
fluidized bed under normal operating conditions (Figure 1.4b). Such agglomerates can be found
in samples taken through the wall of the fluidized bed. Figure 1.5 shows an example of microagglomerates sampled from a fluidized bed; these agglomerates were solidified by using the
sugar injection and drying method, based on the method developed by House et al. (2008). The
proportion of the injected liquid which is trapped within micro-agglomerates is called “microagglomerate moisture”.

Figure 1.4: a) Free moisture b) Micro-agglomerates c) Macro-agglomerates
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Figure 1.5: Micro-agglomerates from experiments with injection of sugar solutions
The third type of moisture is trapped within macro-agglomerates (Figure 1.4c). The density and
size of the macro-agglomerates is such that they cannot be fluidized and, therefore, sink to the
bottom of the bed above the gas distributor. Such agglomerates will not be present in samples
taken through the wall of the fluidized bed. Figure 1.6 shows an example of macro-agglomerates
recovered from the bottom of a fluidized bed, which were collected with the sugar injection and
drying method.

The proportion of the injected liquid which is trapped within macro-

agglomerates is called “macro-agglomerate moisture”.

Figure 1.6: Macro-agglomerates from sugar experiments
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1.4. Quantitative methods for the Evaluation of the Moisture Distribution in a Fluidized
Bed
Three different types of measurement were conducted in this study:
1) The overall moisture of the fluidized bed (X1), i.e. the total amount of water present in
the fluidized bed, was obtained by mass balance.
2) Fluidized solids were sampled through the wall of the fluidized bed and the total moisture
of the sample was measured (X2).
3) The free moisture (X3) was measured either from measurements performed directly in
the fluidized bed or from sampled bed material.
The micro-agglomerate moisture can be obtained from (X2 – X3) while the macro-agglomerate
moisture can be estimated from (X1 – X2).
1.4.1 Total Bed Moisture
The overall moisture of the fluidized bed, i.e. the total amount of water present in the fluidized
bed, was obtained by mass balance, knowing the mass of injected water at the start of the
experiment and the mass of water evaporated since then, which was calculated from the bed
temperature and relative humidity of the fluidization gas leaving the bed.

Preliminary

experiments indicated that the gas leaving the bed was saturated in water vapor.

1.4.2. Total Sample Moisture
Two methods, Karl Fischer titrations and evaporative weight loss measurements, were used to
obtain the total free moisture of a sample of bed solids.
1.4.2.1 Karl Fischer Titration
Karl Fischer titration was invented in 1935 by the German chemist Karl Fischer. It uses a
volumetric titration to determine the amount of water in a sample.
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In this study, known amounts of wet solids and dry methanol were mixed. The mixture was then
centrifuged to obtain a particle-free sample of the wet methanol solution, which was titrated to
determine its water content.
Unfortunately, our tests indicated that the Karl Fischer titration is not sensitive enough for the
accurate determinate of the moisture content of in solids samples with a liquid to solid ratio
below 0.12wt%.
1.4.2.2 Evaporative Weight Loss
Another way to measure the moisture content of a sample of wet solids is to use a moisture
analyzer. This type of analyzer is a balance that is equipped with a heating system that is able to
vaporize the water from a sample: this increases the accuracy of the standard weight loss method
by reducing the number of manipulations. In this work, a moisture balance (HG63 Halogen
Moisture Analyzer from Mettler Toledo) has been used.
1.4.3. Free Moisture
Several methods were investigated for the determination of the free moisture of a solid sample.
Several samples were prepared with a known amount of water, using a mechanical blender to
eliminate any agglomerate, so that all the sample moisture was in the form of free moisture. The
free moisture of each sample was characterized as the liquid to solid mass ratio (L/S) and
experimentally measured using the following methods:
1.4.3.1 Funnel flow
This method is based on the assumption that free moisture makes particles cohesive and that this
cohesivity slows gravity flow through a funnel. For these experiments, two different funnels
with included angles of 60 degrees and spout diameters of 4 mm and 12 mm were chosen.
Figures 1.7 and 1.8 show that the free moisture greatly affected the time required for 70 g of
solids to flow through the funnel. However, this method can only determine the effects of free
moisture on flowing time over a narrow range of values: below L/S values of 0.08 %, there was
no effect of free moisture on the flow time while, above 0.12%, particles would not flow through
the funnel.
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Figure 1.7: L/S versus funnel flowing time –funnel with 12 mm spout, 70 g sample
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Figure 1.8: L/S versus funnel flowing time –funnel with 4 mm spout, 70 g sample
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1.4.3.2 Avalanche test
A revolution powder analyzer determines the cohesivity of a powder from its avalanching
behavior. The equipment contains a rotating drum, a video camera that captures the resulting
avalanches and software that characterizes the avalanches. In this work, a Revolution powder
analyzer from Mercury Scientific (Rev 2007) was used. Figure 1.9 shows that the avalanching
behavior of a wet sample is completely different from that of a dry sample. This study
considered three different avalanche characteristics: the avalanche time, the avalanche power
standard deviation and the surface fractal.
The avalanche time is the average time interval between avalanches: it normally increases as a
powder becomes more cohesive. Figure 1.10 shows that the avalanche time increases with
increasing free moisture. However, the avalanche time is not sensitive enough for free moistures
greater than 0.07 % (Figure 1.10).

Figure 1.9: Images from the Revolution powder analyzer: (a) Wet sand with L/S = 0.1%,
(b) Dry sand
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The power of each avalanche is the difference between the beginning height of the avalanche to
the ending height of the avalanche; as a powder becomes more cohesive, avalanches become less
regular and the standard deviation of the avalanche power increases. Figure 1.11 shows results
similar to those obtained with the avalanche time: a higher sensitivity at low moistures and a
poor sensitivity for free moistures greater than 0.07%.
The surface fractal is the fractal dimension of the surface of the powder and characterizes the
irregularity of the powder surface; as a powder becomes more cohesive, its surface becomes less
regular and its surface fractal increases. Figure 1.12 shows that, in contrast with the previous
two avalanche characteristics, the fractal dimension can provide sufficient sensitivity for an
accurate determination of free moistures greater than 0.07 %.
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Figure 1.10: Avalanche time vs. free moisture

Based on these results, the recommendations is to first use the avalanche power standard
deviation to estimate the free moisture of the sample. If the estimated moisture is greater than
0.07 %, then the surface fractal can be used to get more accurate moisture.
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Figure 1.11: Avalanche power standard deviation vs. free moisture
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Figure 1.12: Surface fractal vs. free moisture
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1.4.3.3 Angle of Repose
The angle of repose is the angle that a powder forms at rest with a horizontal plane. The angle of
repose increases as a powder becomes more cohesive.
Figure 1.13 shows that the angle of repose cannot be used to determine free moistures smaller
than 0.08 %. On the other hand, it is sensitive at higher moistures.
The bulk density of a powder can be determined from angle of repose experiments, using the
radius r and the height h of the angle formed when a mass m of powder is poured:

ρb =

m
π r 2h / 6

[

]

[1.1]
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Figure 1.13: Angle of repose

Figure 1.14 shows that the bulk density varies with the free moisture, but this method is not a
very sensitive.
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Figure 1.14: Powder density as determined from the angle of repose measurements

1.4.3.4. Hausner ratio
One important characteristic to evaluate powder cohesivity is the Hausner ratio, defined as the
ratio of tapped bulk density to bulk loose density. The Hausner ratio increases as a
powder becomes more cohesive. Figure 1.15 shows that it cannot be used to determine the free
moisture, probably because its measurement is not accurate enough to detect the very small
changes caused by the free moisture.
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Figure 1.15: HR vs. L/S (%)

1.4.3.5. Electrical conductance method
The electrical conductance method was developed by Portoghese et al. (2008) to evaluate the
distribution of sprayed liquid in a gas-solid fluidized bed. Leach et al. (2009) adapted the
electrical conductance method to study the impact of spray nozzle geometry on liquid
distribution in fluid beds. It was found that the presence of water increased the electrical
conductance of a defluidized, packed bed and that, as the liquid spreads through the bed; it
provides additional pathways for the electrical current, increasing the bed conductance (Leach et
al., 2008). Portoghese et al. (2008) and Leach et al. (2009) found that more stable and accurate
measurements of the liquid distribution in a fluidized bed could be achieved by defluidizing the
bed just before measuring its conductance.
In this study, the electrical conductance method is first applied to wet solids samples prepared
with a mechanical blender. It is then used in a fluidized bed, following the method developed by
Portoghese et al. (2008) and Leach et al. (2009).
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1.4.3.5.1. Preliminary tests in a small cell
A wet solids sample was prepared with a mechanical blender, as for the other tests. This sample
was poured in a small, custom-built 11 cm x 11 cm cell, where it was packed. Electrodes on the
walls were connected to a signal generator that provided a sinusoidal, 100 Hz current with a
constant voltage of 7.74 V (Vapp). A small, 100 KΩ resistor (R1) was inserted in series along
the electrical circuit: the voltage drop across this resistor (Vm) provided the intensity of the
current flowing through the circuit.
The following equation shows how the conductance can be calculated by applying the
Kirchhoff’s current law.
I=

Vapp
R1 + Rbed

=

Vm
R1

[1.2]

Then this can be rearranged in following equation.

⎡Vapp ⎤
Rbed = R1 ⎢
− 1⎥
⎣ Vm
⎦

[1.3]

The inverse of this expression is defined as the bed conductance.
Gbed =

1
Rbed

[1.4]

The instantaneous bed conductance could then be measured from the two voltages Vapp and Vm,
which were acquired with a data acquisition system and a Labview program.
Preliminary tests were conducted by adding wet micro-agglomerates and macro-agglomerates to
the solids in the cell. They showed that the agglomerates did not have a detectable effect on the
electrical conductance (although after a long time, there was some detectable impact as water
slowly diffused out of the agglomerates and into the bed material contained in the cell). This
method can, therefore, be used to measure the free moisture.
Figure 1.16 shows that free moistures larger than 0.05 % can be accurately measured with the
electrical conductance. The moderate scatter that was observed with replicate experiments may
result from the difficulty of achieving an identical packing of the powder in the cell: performing
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measurements directly in the fluidized bed would eliminate this error, as well as any sampling
error.
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Figure 1.16: Small cell conductance result

1.4.3.5.2. Fluidized bed measurements
The conductance measurements in the fluidized bed used an experimental procedure similar to
the procedures developed by Portoghese et al. (2008) and Leach et al. (2009).

First, the

fluidization velocity was set at 12 cm/s and then 162 ml of water were injected over about 40 s
with the “high ALR” spray nozzle. With this nozzle and this low flowrate, no agglomerates were
formed. After 90 s, the fluidization is shut off. Some experiments were conducted with a longer
fluidization time to verify that no agglomerates had been formed, as agglomerates would be
broken over a longer fluidization time.
Five electrodes were placed at different heights on one side wall of bed. These electrodes were 5
cm x 50 cm metal strips and their location is shown in Figure 1.17. A large, common electrode
covered the opposite wall. The electrical circuit is shown in Figure 1.18 and the local bed
conductance was evaluated with the same equations used for the small cell.
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Figure 1.17: Electrodes locations

Figure 1.18: Circuit diagram

Figure 1.19 shows how the bed conductance varied during a typical experiment with a regular
spray nozzle, which produced agglomerates. During the water injection in the fluidized bed,
there was a rapid increase in conductance due to the increased concentration of electrical
conductive water. The bed was then defluidized: the bed conductance first increased quickly as
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the bed slumped and then increased slowly as water slowly diffused from wet agglomerates.
During the subsequent refluidization period, the conductance first dropped quickly as the bed
expanded, it then increased slightly, peaked and decreased: at first, the free moisture increased as
the free moisture generated by agglomerates breakup predominated while at the end, the free
moisture decreased as drying by the fluidization gas became predominant. Figure 1.19 shows the
results obtained with the high ALR nozzle: the main difference is that, during the refluidization
period, there was no peak in free moisture since, in the absence of agglomerates, there was no
free moisture generated from agglomerates breakup.
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Figure 1.19: Bed conductance variation with time, for a regular spray nozzle

A calibration curve was obtained by using the high ALR spray nozzle conductance results, as
illustrated in Figure 1.20. The x axis shows the bed conductance measured a few seconds after
the start of the defluidization period, thus resulting from the initial liquid solid contact and not
affected by diffusion.
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Figure 1.20: 95% confidence calibration curve, bed conductance vs. free moisture

Agglomerates were not formed when the high ALR nozzle was used to spray water into the
fluidized bed. Figure 1.21 shows that when the high ALR spray nozzle was used, the
conductance of the defluidized bed (between 100 and 150 s) did not change significantly with
time. This is in contrast with the results obtained with a regular spray nozzle, for which the
conductance increased with time as water slowly diffused out of the agglomerates (Figure 1.19).
The absence of agglomerates with the high ALR nozzle was verified by performing the sugar test
under the same operating conditions. As the sugar dried under defluidized conditions, it would
have preserved any agglomerate. After drying, the bed was emptied and no agglomerate was
found, as shown in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.21: Variation with time of the bed conductance when using the high ALR nozzle

1.4.3.6. Variations in Bed Height
Free moisture makes the particles cohesive and affects the fluidization quality, while microagglomerates and macro-agglomerates have a negligible effect on fluidization quality.
Quantifying the fluidization quality can, thus, be used to determine the free moisture. The
variation of the bed height as liquid was injected in the fluidized bed, as the bed was defluidized
and, finally, as the bed was refluidized, provides a way to quantify the fluidization quality, the
cohesivity of the bed particles and, therefore, the free moisture.
A video recording of the fluidized bed was taken through its transparent Plexiglas wall, using a
camera operating at a speed of 29 frames/s. An image analysis procedure was then used to
determine the instantaneous bed height from this recording.
The movie was first converted to individual pictures. For example, for a 120 second movie, 3479
pictures were created. A dedicated Matlab program analyzed these pictures and calculated the
coefficient of variation (standard deviation / mean) of each pixel in the pictures. When a bed is
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fluidized, the bed surface fluctuates and the bed height can thus be obtained at every lateral
location from the pixel where the coefficient of variation is highest, as shown in Figure 1.22.
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Figure 1.22: Coefficient of variation vs. height

Figure 1.23 shows that the variation of the bed height with time was completely different for a
dry bed and a bed wetted with liquid injected with the high ALR nozzle. The same procedure
was used as for the conductance measurements: first, the fluidization velocity was set at 12 cm/s
and then 162 ml of water were injected over about 40 s with the high ALR spray nozzle; after 90
s, the fluidization was interrupted. In both cases, the initial fluidized bed height was about 65
cm. When the dry bed was defluidized, its height dropped to about 59 cm. When the high ALR
nozzle was used to inject water into the bed, the bed height gradually increased to a maximum of
about 72 cm and then slowly decreased to a defluidized height of 68 cm.
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Figure 1.23: Bed height changes as the bed is defluidized, for 2 cases: a dry bed and a bed
wetted with the high ALR nozzle

Figure 1.24 shows how the free moisture could be obtained from the maximum fluidized bed
height. Accurate values can be obtained for free moistures ranging from 0.07 to 0.18 %. Below
0.07%, the change in cohesivity cannot be detected. Above 0.2%, the bed becomes completely
bogged.
Similar results were obtained from the defluidized bed height, as shown in Figure 1.25. The
defluidized bed height seems a more sensitive method at the low moistures, but the
reproducibility seems worse.
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Figure 1.24: Maximum fluidized bed height changes with free moisture
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Figure 1.25: Maximum de-fluidized bed height changes with free moisture
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1.5. Effect of the Atomization Gas Flowrate on the Moisture Distribution in a Fluidized Bed
A small regular nozzle (TEB) (see Figure 1.1) was tested by injecting 162 g of water with air-toliquid ratio (ALR) values ranging from 0 to 2%. This range of ALR values is typical for
industrial nozzles of the same type as the TEB nozzle. The objective of these tests was to
demonstrate how the experimental methods developed in this paper can be used to quantify the
effect of the ALR on the distribution of the bed moisture among free moisture, microagglomerates and macro agglomerates.
The conductance method described in section 1.4.3.5.2 was found to be the most convenient and
accurate method to determine the free moisture and, therefore, it was used in this work.
The moisture in macro-agglomerates was obtained by considering that the macro-agglomerates
segregate and, as such, they are only present in the bottom region of the bed. Figure 1.19
indicates how the drying time was obtained from the bed conductance measurements. Figure
1.26 shows the difference between the drying time (t1) of the solids in the top region of the bed,
measured with electrode #1, and the drying time (t5) of the solids in the bottom region of the
bed, measured by electrode #5. The time t5 is much longer than the time t1 because macroagglomerates dry and break up much more slowly than the micro-agglomerates present in the
upper part of the bed. Drying takes place in two stages: in the first stage, there is significant free
moisture in the bed, which results from the original free moisture and from micro-agglomerates,
while in the second stage, most of the bed is dry and the macro-agglomerates are slowly drying
out.
Separate measurements indicated that the air leaving the fluidized bed, during drying, was
saturated with water vapor. Its temperature was approximately constant during the drying
period.

Therefore, the time t5 is proportional to the total moisture while the time t1 is

proportional to the sum of the free moisture and the moisture contained in micro-agglomerates.
The fraction of the injected water that is contained in macro-agglomerates can thus be obtained
from the following equation:
Fraction of total moisture in macro − agglomerates =
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Figure 1.26: The difference between drying time of Elec#1 and Elce#5

This method for the determination of the moisture contained in macro-agglomerates was
validated by conducting experiments where the water was injected into the fluidized bed as in the
regular experiments. Once the bed had been defluidized, however, most of the solids were
carefully vacuumed out, leaving only a layer of about 10 cm at the bottom of the bed. The solids
in this bottom layer were weighed, dried in an oven and weighed again to obtain their total
moisture.

This provided a direct measurement of the moisture contained in the macro-

agglomerates, assuming the free and micro-agglomerate moistures are the same in the bottom
layer as in the rest of the bed. Table 1 shows that there was a reasonably good agreement
between the two measurement methods.
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Table 1.1: Macro-agglomerates moisture measurements with two different methods
Macro-agglomerates from
Macro-agglomerates moisture
the bottom layer drying

ALR
from drying time

experiments
0

67%

70%

1

52%

50%

2

53%

51%

Figure 1.27 shows that the ALR of the TEB spray nozzle has a strong impact of the distribution
of the injected water in the fluidized bed. The macro-agglomerate moisture dropped with
increasing ALR while the free moisture increased. Figure 1.27 also indicates that, even at a 2%
ALR, the TEB nozzle provides a distribution that is far from perfect, since over 50% of the
injected liquid is contained in macro-agglomerates.
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Figure 1.27: Effect of the ALR on the moisture distribution, using the TEB nozzle

1.6. Conclusions
Of all the methods that were investigated, to measure how a liquid injected into a fluidized bed is
distributed on the fluidized particles, the methods based on the in-situ measurements of the bed
conductance have been demonstrated to be the most convenient and accurate. Bed conductance
measurements in the top region of the bed provide the free moisture, i.e. the liquid distributed on
individual particles, while conductance measurements in the bottom region provide the moisture
trapped in macro-agglomerates.
These methods were applied to the study of the effect of the atomization gas flowrate on the
performance of a scaled-down nozzle, of a type used in industrial applications. Increasing the
atomization gas flowrate increased the free moisture and reduced the moisture trapped in macroagglomerates.
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Chapter 2
Jet Bed Interaction and Distribution of Liquid Injected into a Large
Scale Gas-Solid Fluidized Bed

2.1. Introduction
Fluid Coking is used to upgrade bitumen and petroleum residue into more valuable petroleum
products. In Fluid Coking, heavy oil feed at 300-350ºC is sprayed into a fluidized bed of coke
particles at 500-550°C through a steam atomized feed nozzle. The heat contained in the bed
particles brings the feed to the reaction temperature and provides the energy for the highly
endothermic cracking and coking reactions. Product vapors from this reaction are removed while
coke by-product is deposited onto the surface of the fluidized coke particles. Condensable vapors
are recovered to provide synthetic crude. The coke particles flow down to a stripper where
steam is used to remove product vapors and are then conveyed to a burner where a portion of the
coke is burned to reheat the coke particles before they are transported back to the reactor and for
particle size control.
It is essential to maximize the yield of cracked products and minimize the amount of coke
formed. If the initial liquid distribution is not ideal, a significant fraction of the injected liquid is
trapped in agglomerates. This increases coke yield (House et. al., 2004). Furthermore, fouling
occurs when wet agglomerates saturated with heavy liquids stick to reactor internals, such as
stripper sheds. These heavy liquids are present when coking of the liquid is delayed by mass and
heat transfer limitations caused by the formation of liquid agglomerates when bitumen is injected
into the bed. To control fouling, the current strategy is to increase the reactor temperature, which
increases vapor phase cracking and reduces the yield of synthetic crude (House et al., 2004).
Some studies have assessed the quality of liquid-solid contact in the fluidized bed and
investigations have modeled and characterized the impact of liquid sprays geometry on jet bed
interaction. House et al. (2004) determined the initial solid liquid contact efficiency by injecting
sugar solutions through a small gas-atomized nozzle into a small-scale fluidized bed of sand
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particles, letting the water evaporate and collecting the sugar-sand agglomerates. Leach et al.
(2007) found that the presence of water increases the electrical conductance of the bed and that,
as the liquid spreads through the bed, there are more pathways for the electrical current to travel,
reducing the bed conductance. Portoghese et al. (2008) applied the conductivity technique to
measure the liquid distribution on particles in a small-scale fluidized bed. Leach et al. (2009)
adapted this method to compare the performance of various small spray nozzles.
The objective of this work is to develop a reliable method to evaluate the distribution of spread
liquid on fluidized particles in a large unit that can handle commercial-scale spray nozzles. This
technique is then applied to determine the best nozzle premixer, where the liquid and the
atomization gas come together, upstream of the actual spray nozzle.
2.2. Apparatus
Two experimental setups were used for this study, a small Plexiglas unit and a large fluidized
bed. Both equipments and their facilities are described in following section.
2.2.1 Small Plexiglas unit
The experiments were performed in a fluidized bed column with a rectangular cross section. The
column has a cross section of 0.5 m in length and 0.1 m wide and is made of Plexiglas. The bed
material used in this study was Barco 71 silica sand from Opta Minerals with a Sauter-mean
diameter of 185 μm and a density of 2650 kg/m3. The bed was filled with 45 kg of sand. When
an inert material such as sand is used, particles in agglomerates formed with water can be easily
returned to their original state simply by drying the bed with fluidization air. McDougall et al.
(2004) also have shown that the water-sand system is a good room temperature simulator the hot
bitumen-coke system, as there is nearly perfect wettability of the solids by the liquids in both
cases.
162 g of water were injected into the fluidized bed for the regular injection testing while the bed
was fluidized. The total amount of liquid was selected to achieve the maximum sensitivity of the
conductivity measurements [see Figure 2.9].
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A porous plate distributor was used to fluidize the bed uniformly. The fluidization velocity was
set at 0.12 m/s during injection and then reduced to 0.07 m/s. The fluidization air flowrate was
controlled and measured with a calibrated 1.4 mm sonic orifice.
This unit was equipped with a liquid line to inject the water into the fluidized bed and also a gas
line to atomize the liquid into small droplets. The atomization gas, air, was supplied from a high
pressure cylinder at a constant pressure controlled by a pressure regulator. A calibrated sonic
orifice, with a diameter of 1.4 mm was used to measure the flowrate of atomization gas.

A

simple type of pre-mixer, a Bilateral Flow Conditioner (BFC) (McCracken et al, 2005), was used
to combine liquid and atomization gas upstream of the spray nozzle.
Two spray nozzles were used in this study. The first nozzle is shown in Figure 2.1. It is a scaled
down version of industrial spray nozzles patented by Base et al. (1999). For practical reasons,
the flowrate of atomization gas must be kept small: the ratio of the atomization gas mass
flowrate to the liquid mass flowrate, or “Air to Liquid Ratio” (ALR) typically ranges from 0.5 to
2 %. With such an ALR, the liquid distribution is far from perfect and agglomerates are formed
in the fluidized bed. The second nozzle is a “high ALR nozzle” consisting of a 3.6 mm diameter
hollow cylinder that was operated with an ALR of 50 % (figure 2.2). Preliminary experiments
used a method first developed by House et al. (2008) to show that no agglomerates were formed
when liquid was injected into the fluidized bed with the high ALR nozzle.

Figure 2.1: TEB Spray Nozzle geometry
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Figure 2.2: High ALR hollow cylinder shaped nozzle

Five electrodes are placed at different heights on one side of bed wall. These electrodes are 5 cm
x 50 cm metal strips and their location is shown in Figure 2.3. A large, common electrode
covered the opposite wall. The electrical circuit is shown in Figure 2.4.
In order to measure bed conductance, an AC Voltage (Vapp) is applied through the use of a
signal generator at 100 Hz and a voltage of approximately 7.72 V (RMS). The measured voltage
(Vm) is measured across a known resistance of 100 kΩ. Both Vapp and Vm signals are monitored
with a data acquisition system, using a Labview computer interface.

Figure 2.3: plate electrodes locations
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Figure 2.4: Circuit diagram

The relationships used to describe bed conductivity are written based on basic circuit analysis.
Root-mean-square (RMS) values were used in all calculations. Since the voltage drop across the
bed resistance (Rbed) and R1 must be equivalent to the applied voltage (Vapp) Kirchhoff’s voltage
law as the formulation is described in detail in Chapter 1.
2.2.2 Large scale Pie shaped unit
Some tests were performed on Western’s pie-shaped fluid bed apparatus. This large column has
been built at Western to test full-scale, commercial spray nozzles under ambient conditions. The
design of the bed is intended to represent a slice of a full-scale commercial fluidized bed coker.
The dimensions of this unit are given in Figure 2.5. In this way, the selected geometry helps
reduce the amount of fluidization gas and also eliminates the wall interfere because the jet widen
as it proceeds.
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Figure 2.5: Cross-section of the pie-shaped unit.

Fluidization air was supplied using an air compressor. A de-watering system ensures that the
relative humidity of the fluidization air is consistently below 15%. The use of low and constant
humidity fluidizing air is critical to the current work as this ensures that the bed moisture content
is not influenced by humidity changes in the fluidizing air. The wind box of the pie-shaped unit
is divided into two zones, making it possible to fluidize these two zones with different superficial
gas velocities, if required.
The bed is filled with 8900 kg of Barco 71 silica sand from Opta Minerals. This material has a
Sauter-mean diameter of 185 μm and a bulk density of 1590 kg/m3.
21 g of water were injected into the fluidized bed for the regular injection testing while the bed
was fluidized. The total amount of liquid was selected to achieve the maximum sensitivity of the
conductivity measurements [see figure 2.15].
The experiments were conducted using two similar nozzle geometries as used in the small unit;
one TEB nozzle and one high ALR nozzle. The full scale TEB nozzle has the same geometry and
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proportions as the nozzle used in the small unit (Figure 2.1). Three different premixers; BFC,
V_1 and V_2 (Figure 2.6) were tested with the TEB nozzle. The premixer has the main function
of ensuring good mixing between the gas and water phases prior to injection. This configuration
was tested with 4 replicate runs. The injection system is shown in Figure 2.6, presenting the
“BFC” premixer configuration where Blue and Red arrows indicate the liquid and gas streams
respectively.
High pressure atomization gas was supplied from a compressed air cylinder through a highpressure, high-flow pressure regulator. De-ionized water was introduced through the other port
of the premixer, from a water tank pressurized with nitrogen. The water tank has an external
overflow that may be adjusted to vary the quantity of water injected.
A major issue with the large unit is that it is very difficult to have electrically insulated wall
electrodes, while a rod electrode can be easily installed. The rod electrode which is basically a
probe consists of a ½ inch (1.27 cm) stainless steel tube traversing the length of the bed (2.5 m).
In order to measure the bed conductance, an AC Voltage (Vapp) is applied through the use of a
signal generator at 100 Hz and a voltage of approximately 6.45 V (RMS). The measured voltage
(Vm) is measured across a known resistance of 49 kΩ. Both Vapp and Vm signals are monitored
with a data acquisition system, using a Labview computer interface.
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Figure 2.6: View of three premixers placed on the pie shaped unit
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This rod probe is supported at both ends of the bed with nylon fittings to isolate the tube from the
bed walls, which act as a ground in the electrical circuit (Figure 2.7)
A similar rod electrode is installed in the small unit to compare its results with plate electrodes.
The probe is placed 14 cm above nozzle injection and the second electrode is the large plate
similar to the first configuration (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.7: The probe geometry and electric circuitry

Figure 2.8: Rod electrode locations in the small unit
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2.2.1.1. Calibration with plate electrodes in the small unit
The calibration curve is obtained by using conductance results obtained with the high ALR spray
nozzle and plate electrodes (Figure 2.9). Agglomerates were not formed when the high ALR
nozzle was used to spray water into the fluidized bed, as shown in Chapter 1.
A good relationship was found between the average bed conductance and the bed free moisture,
expressed on a dry basis, i.e. as the mass ratio of the free moisture liquid to the dry solids (L/S).
Figure 2.9 shows three different zones with different slopes and sensitivities. The first linear
section, for L/S below 0.036 %, has a very large slope, which means that the conductance
method is not sensitive for very small moisture levels. The second zone starts, for L/S between
0.036 and 0.18 %, has a much smaller slope and will therefore be more sensitive to small
variations in moisture. The third zone, for L/S greater than 0.18 %, corresponds to free moistures
that are high enough to bog the bed. Experiments should ideally be conducted to achieve free
moistures in the 0.036 – 0.18 % ranges. The linear behavior of the local bed conductance
measured with the 5 plate electrodes in this range of maximum sensitivity is shown in Figure
2.10.
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Figure 2.9: Average Bed Conductance calibration using high ALR nozzle and plate
electrodes in the small unit
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Figure 2.10: Calibration curve for individual plate electrodes in the maximum sensitivity
range using the HALR nozzle in the small unit

2.2.1.2. Calibration with rod electrode in the small unit
Since the plate electrodes cannot be used in the large unit, a rod electrode was chosen. The
advantage of rod electrode is that it can be easily installed in the large unit. Experiments were
conducted in the small unit to compare the rod electrode with the plate electrodes, using the same
procedures as for the experiments with the plate electrodes.
Figure 2.11 shows the calibration curve for the rod electrode. The same trends and 3 linear zones
were obtained as with the plate electrodes. The maximum sensitivity of conductance to the free
moisture is between 0.036% and 0.18%.
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Figure 2.11: Calibration curve for the small unit with rod electrode using HALR nozzle

2.2.1.3. Free moisture measurements with rod and plate electrodes in the small unit with a
regular spray nozzle
A small regular nozzle (TEB) was tested with an ALR ranging from 0 to 2%. This range of ALR
values is typical for industrial nozzles of the same type as the TEB nozzle. Under these
conditions, wet agglomerates are formed. The objective of these tests was to demonstrate how
the experimental methods developed in this paper can be used to quantify the effect of the ALR
liquid ratio on the distribution of the bed moisture between free moisture and agglomerates.
The conductance method described before was found to be the most convenient and accurate
method to determine the free moisture. The free moisture was thus obtained from this method
based on the calibration curve obtained with the HALR nozzle.
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Figure 2.12: Effect of the ALR on the moisture distribution, using the TEB nozzle

Figure 2.12 compare the free moistures obtained from rod and plate electrodes measurements.
The rod electrode results show a similar trend as the plate elecrodes results, with the free
moisture increasing with increasing ALR, but the free moisture obtained with the rod electrode is
systematically higher. This could be explained by two possible reasons:
1. The rod electrode is in the middle of bed, it can affect the fluidization. Bubbles could be
broken when they reach to the rod electrode. This would enhance the breakage of the wet
agglomerates carried in the bubble wakes, increasing the free moisture.
2. The free moisture may not be uniformly distributed throughout the bed. Because of the
cylindrical geometry of the rod, free moisture around the rod has a disproportionate influence on
the overall bed conductance. This was confirmed by the COMSOL software (Chapter 5).
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Therefore it can be concluded that with TEB nozzle the free moisture is not same everywhere in
the bed and the rod electrode is relatively close to the nozzle in a zone of where the free moisture
is higher than the overall bed average. To conclude, the rod electrode works well, measures local
free moisture rather than the true bed average free moisture, but can be used to determine which
type of nozzle or nozzle operation is better.
2.2.1.4. Effect of amount of injected liquid in the small unit
Figure 2.13 shows how the bed conductance varied during a typical experiment with a regular
spray nozzle, which produced agglomerates. During the water injection, there was a rapid
increase in conductance due to the increased free moisture. The bed was then defluidized and
the bed conductance stopped fluctuating as the voidage fluctuations caused by fluidization
disappeared; the conductance also increased slowly with time as liquid slowly diffused out of
agglomerates.
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Figure 2.13: Effect of different liquid injection
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When the bed was re-fluidized, the conductance increased rapidly as agglomerates broke up,
increasing the free moisture more rapidly than it could evaporate in the fluidization gas. The free
moisture then peaked as agglomerate breakup could no longer keep up with the rate of drying.
Finally the bed became completely dry and its conductance returned to its initial value.
Figure 2.13 shows how the conductance increases when the liquid is increased from 50 to 162cc
and then 250cc. More liquid provides more mobility of electrical charges, which increases the
bed conductance. To prove this face another test was performed with lower amount of water.
The conductance measurement was taken into account to quantify the free moisture by applying
calibration curve. Interestingly, the results of Figure 2.14 show that increasing the amount of
injected liquid decreases the proportion of the injected liquid that forms free moisture. The
reason is that agglomerate formation is more likely when the bed particles are already wet. This
demonstrates that, when comparing different nozzle configurations, it is essential to always inject
exactly the same amount of water.
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Figure 2.14: Effect of ALR for different liquid injection
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2.2.2.1. Application of conductance method using the rod electrode in the large scale pie
shaped unit
3.2.2.2. Calibration tests
A similar experimental procedure is applied in the large unit by injecting water through the
HALR nozzle and providing ample time for good mixing. The calibration results of Figure 2.15
show a similar trend to the small unit results, with 3 linear segments. The maximum sensitivity
is, however, found between free moistures of 0.07% and 0.13% (Figure 2.15) which is different
from the results of the small unit (Figure 2.9).

pie shaped unit
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Figure 2.15: Calibration curve for the pie shaped unit

A potential problem with the large unit is that mixing takes much longer because of the much
larger scale. The rod electrode may not work as well because of large variation in free moisture
over the bed volume when using a regular spray nozzle. Therefore tests were performed by
taking solids samples from the bed and measuring their moisture, to confirm the results obtained
from the conductance measurements.
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2.2.2.3. New Sampling Method
A new method was developed for the direct quantification of the liquid moisture trapped in large
and small agglomerates as well as that uniformly distributed as free moisture on individual
particles. The purpose of this test was to verify the free moisture obtained from conductance
measurements.
First, water is sprayed with commercial-scale spray nozzles into the large fluidized bed for about
10 s. Second, the fluidization velocity is reduced to 6 cm/s for 45 seconds, to promote the
segregation and settling of large, wet agglomerates. Third, the bed is defluidized for 10 minutes
to perform the conductivity measurements. Fourth, the bed is refluidized at 12 cm/s and samples
are taken at regular intervals, 1, 5 and 10 minutes after refluidization, from a bed region well
above the grid region.

Fifth, the bed samples are processed in an avalanche tester that

determines the powder cohesivity, which is correlated to the free moisture. Sixth, the total
moisture of the bed samples is measured with a moisture balance. These data are then combined
to determine the distribution of injected water between the macro-agglomerates, which settled
down on the gas distributor, the micro-agglomerates, which remained fluidized, and the free
moisture, which represents the water spread on individual, fluidized particles.

This new

experimental tool can be used to optimize spray nozzle design.
2.2.2.4. Avalanche method
The Revolution Powder Analyzer is a rotating drum in which powder is introduced. As the
sample rotates, the powder forms avalanches whose characteristics depend on the powder
cohesivity. The Revolution Powder Analyzer measures different parameters such as avalanche
time, avalanche angle, avalanche power and avalanche power standard deviation that
characterize the powder cohesivity, which is greatly affected by the free moisture. Experiments
showed that powder cohesivity is not affected by the presence of wet agglomerates.
Some experiments are conducted with a kitchen blender to provide samples of wet particles with
no agglomerates. The moisture, which is supposed to be free moisture, was measured with a
moisture balance (HG63 Halogen Moisture Analyzer from Mettler Toledo).

An excellent

correlation was found between the free moisture and the avalanche time, as shown by Figure
2.16.
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The avalanche calibration curve of Figure 2.16 showed three segments, as the conductance
calibration curve. A linear relationship of maximum sensitivity was found for free moistures
ranging from 0.04 to 0.07%. Figure 2.17 shows the calibration curve for in this region of
maximum sensitivity. There was a linear variation which allows for the determination of free
moisture from the measured avalanche time.
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Figure 2.16: Avalanche time vs. free moisture
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Figure 2.17: Avalanche time vs. free moisture in the maximum sensitive range

2.2.2.5. Comparison of free moistures from bed conductance and bed sampling
There are two ways to find out the free moisture in the bed; one from the conductance calibration
curve and the second method is by direct sampling at 1, 5 and 10 minutes right after
refluidization which provides good mixing of liquid and solid due to the fluidization. The sample
point is located about 1 m above the conductivity probe of fluidized bed (Figure 2.18).
To compare the results from the bed samples to the bed conductance measurements, which were
conducted when the bed was defluidized, the free moistures at 1, 5 and 10 minutes following
refluidization were plotted against time and extrapolated back to the start of the refluidization.
Figure 2.19 compares the free moistures from these two methods. There is an excellent
agreement between the sample free moisture, extrapolated to the end of defluidization and the
free moisture at the start of defluidization rather than at the end of defluidization. The
explanation is that at the start of defluidization, the free moisture is about the same throughout
the bed because individual particles are relatively well mixed in the fluidized bed. On the other
hand, agglomerates are not well mixed. There will therefore be a larger concentration of wet
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agglomerates near the rod electrode at mid height than near the bed surface from which samples
were taken (Figure 2.18). At the end of the defluidization period, the free moisture has increased
through diffusion of the moisture out of micro-agglomerates. However, the free moisture is not
as well distributed as at the start of the defluidization period: the extra free moisture is
concentrated around the micro-agglomerates, i.e. around the rod electrode.
refluidization starts, there is good mixing and the samples are reliable.

Figure 2.18: 2D geometry of pie shaped unit
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Once the

Chapter 5; modeling with COMSOL will confirm that the conductance in the rod region
increases substantially during de-fluidization because of the diffusion of water from
agglomerates. It is therefore essential to measure the free moisture by conductance at the start of
the defluidization. On the other hand, chapter 5 will show that the conductance at the end of defluidization can provide valuable information on micro agglomerates.
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of free moisture calculated with different methods

2.2.2.6. Free moisture results
Figure 2.20 shows that the premixers had a great impact of the liquid distribution. Figure 2.20
indicates that premixer V-2 results in higher free moisture just after injection but the free
moisture does not increase rapidly with fluidization time, suggesting that it results in
agglomerates with a higher liquid content that do not break quickly. With the BFC premixer, the
free moisture increases rapidly showing that it results in weak agglomerates that break up
quickly. The decrease in free moisture observed between 5 and 10 min observed with two of the
premixers indicates that the evaporation of free moisture is more rapid than the creation of new
free moisture through agglomerate breakup.
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Figure 2.20: Free moisture (%) with three different premixers in pie shaped unit

2.2.2.7. Micro-agglomerates
Micro-agglomerates are the agglomerates, which remain fluidized during fluidization. Samples
are taken after refluidization and, therefore, contain moisture from both the free moisture and
micro agglomerates. The moisture trapped in micro-agglomerates can, therefore, be obtained by
subtracting the free moisture calculated from the avalanche test or bed conductance, from the
total sample moisture measured with a moisture balance.
Figure 2.21 indicates that the micro-agglomerates moisture increases with increasing time, as
macro-agglomerates breaks to small fluidizable fragments, i.e. new micro-agglomerates.
Premixer V_2 provides more moisture in micro-agglomerates.
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Figure 2.21: Micro agglomerates (%) of TEB with three premixers combination in the pie
shaped unit

2.2.2.8. Macro-agglomerates
Experiments with the HALR nozzle and sampling showed that in all the experiments of this
study there was always enough free moisture to saturate the gas leaving the fluidized bed with
water vapor. Measuring the gas temperature provided the saturated relative humidity of the gas
leaving the bed, from which a water mass balance could be performed to provide the total bed
moisture at any time. The moisture trapped in macro-agglomerates could, thus, be obtained by
subtracting the moisture content of the bed samples from the total bed moisture.
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Figure 2.22: Macro agglomerates (%) of TEB with three premixers combination in the pie
shaped unit

Figure 2.22 shows that, as expected, the moisture trapped in macro-agglomerates decreases with
increasing fluidization time, as the macro-agglomerates progressively break up. Because macroagglomerates are larger and wetter than micro-agglomerates, the moisture trapped in macroagglomerates is most likely to lead to operating problems in Fluid Cokers. Figure 2.22 shows
that premixer V_2 was best, since it provided the minimum moisture trapped in macroagglomerates, followed by the BFC premixer and, last the V_1 premixer.
2.3. Conclusions
The main feature of this work is to transferring of findings from small simulated scale to full
scale with commercial nozzles. A new experimental method uses bed samples to reliably
measure how liquid sprayed into a fluidized bed distributes between individual particles, small
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agglomerates and large agglomerates. A rod electrode configuration can also provide the free
moisture by measuring the bed conductance.
These methods were used to determine the best nozzle premixer, where the liquid and the
atomization gas come together, upstream of the actual spray nozzle. With full scale commercial
spray nozzles, the premixer has a significant impact on the liquid distribution on the fluidized
particles. The commonly used BFC premixer performed better than a regular venturi premixer
but the best premixer was a venturi permixer modified with a contraction just downstream of the
venturi.
5. Nomenclature
I

Current flow

G

bed conductance

R1

resistor resistance

Rbed

bed resistance

RMS

Root Mean Square

tedf

time at the end of defluidization

tsdf

time at the end of defluidization

Vapp

applied Voltage

Vm

Measured Voltage

W

water content (kg liquid/kg soil,%)
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Chapter 3
Effect of pre-mixer and nozzle configuration on Jet-Bed Interaction
for Industrial application

3.1. Introduction
Liquid injection is playing an important role in determining the product yield in numerous
industrial applications such as Fluid Coking. In the Fluid Coking process, the bitumen is sprayed
at high temperature into a fluidized bed of coke particles through steam-atomized nozzles, and
valuable vapor products formed by cracking are collected to obtain synthetic crude. The bed is
filled with coke particles and fluidized with steam. The liquid-solid contact efficiency in the
fluidized bed depends on the flow pattern of liquid gas upstream of spray injection system.
If the liquid is sprayed into bed and ideally covers all solid particles with a thin film heat transfer
is maximized (Gray et al., 1994). Many studies, however (House et al., 2004; Portoghese et al.,
2008 and 2010; Knapper et al., 2003) showed the existence of agglomerates under regular spray
condition. Liquid-solid agglomerates are formed within or near the tip of the spray jet cavity
(Bruhns et al., 2005; Ariyapadi et al., 2003). The agglomerates are limiting the mass and heat
transfer and reduce the product yield. Results from Gray et al. (2001) indicated that at a reactor
temperature of 530°C, mass transfer limitations may take place if the effective thickness of the
liquid (bitumen) film on the coke particle exceeds 20 μm. House et al. (2004) showed that heat
transfer limitations will be a major problem at overall liquid-to-solids ratios (L/S) as low as 0.07.
House et al., (2008) injected sugar solution to quantify the liquid solid distribution and the
percentage of liquid that goes to form the agglomerates. He experimented with two sets of nozzle
and found out that with the better spray nozzle; type I, 47% of the injected liquid produced
agglomerates larger than 1 mm in diameter, while using type II increased the proportion of liquid
trapped within agglomerates to 96.5 wt%. This shows that a better spray nozzle can enhance the
liquid-solid contact efficiency and reduce the amount of agglomerates.
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Another important parameter which plays a major role in determining the liquid-solid contact
efficiency is the spray quality, as it affects the solid-liquid mixing and gas-solid entrainment into
the spray jet cavity. Ariyapadi et al. (2003) used a digital X-ray imaging analysis to determine
the jet penetration as well as its expansion angle. They visually observed the liquid jets
boundaries in a fluidized bed and found that most of the solids entering the jet were entrained
close to the tip of the spray nozzle. McMillan et al. (2006) characterized the liquid-solid contact
for two nozzle types with a thermal tracer. In the work by McMillan et al. (2005), thermocouples
were placed at different axial positions along the length of the jet to determine the liquid/solid
distribution in the cross section of the jet.
Portoghese et al., (2010) tested different nozzle premixers in open air and estimate the timeaveraged spray diameter from image analysis of movies taken by high speed video. Spray
atomization performance, expansion angle and stability were characterized in the open air tests
and showed the significant effect of the nozzle premixer on the spray quality. Ariyapadi et al.
(2005) showed that the spray stability is a function of the flow pattern upstream of the spray
nozzle. Portoghese et al. (2010) used high speed videos to monitor the flow pattern downstream
of the premixer and upstream of the nozzle in a clear-PVC pipe. Different regimes ranging from
annular flow to core and slug flow were observed by varying the amount of atomization gas.
Portoghese et al. (2010) observed that increasing the atomization gas flowrate stabilizes the
spray, increases its expansion angle and produces smaller droplets. Sabouni et al., (2011)
improved the liquid spray distribution by imposing pulsations through a solenoid valve that
disrupted the strong agglomerates near the tip of the spray jet cavity and created dryer and
weaker agglomerates.
Different methods were applied to quantify the liquid solid contact efficiency by on line
measurement without sampling. They include a triboelectric technique that measures the
discharge current of fluidized particles (Portoghese et al., 2005) and a method that measured the
bed conductance (Portoghese et al., 2008). The presence of water increases the electrical
conductance of the bed. When the liquid spreads more uniformly through the bed, there are more
pathways for the electrical current to travel (Leach et al., 2007). A higher conductance therefore
indicates a more even distribution of liquid over the surface of the particles. In the last work
done by Leach et al., (2009), the electrical conductance method which had been developed by
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Portoghese et al., (2008) was adapted for the ranking of different small nozzles to characterize
the impact of nozzle geometry and sprays on jet bed interaction.
In Chapter 2 the development of a bed conductance method has been illustrated and showed that
it could be successfully used in large fluidized bed for the testing of commercial-size spray
nozzles. The objective of this chapter is to apply this method to determine the comparison and
ranking of the performance of various realistic commercial nozzle geometries.
3.2. Pie-shaped fluidized bed apparatus
The tests were performed in ICFAR’s pie-shaped apparatus. This large column has been built at
ICFAR to test full-scale, commercial spray nozzles under ambient conditions. The design of the
bed is intended to represent a slice of a full-scale commercial Fluid Coker. The dimensions of
this unit are given in Figure 3.1. All experiments were performed with full commercial scale
nozzles.
High pressure atomization air is supplied to the nozzle from a compressed air cylinder through a
high-flow pressure regulator and its flowrate was controlled with a calibrated sonic nozzle. Deionized water was supplied from a water tank, which was pressurized using a compressed
nitrogen cylinder with a high-flow pressure regulator. The amount of water per injection was the
same for all runs (21 L). A rubber plug with a stainless steel float ball was installed in the water
tank to shut off the water flow at the end of each injection. The liquid and gas flows were
combined in a premixer.
Absolute pressure transducers (Omega PX-180, 0-300psig) were installed on the air line, the
water line, and the premixer. Dynamic pressure signals were recorded with a data acquisition
system at a 1000 Hz frequency during the injection.
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Figure 3.1: Cross-sectional dimension of pie-shaped unit
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Table 3.1: Summary of operating conditions

Commercial Syncrude units,
base conditions

Reactor top diameter, m

UWO PieShaped cold
model

9.144

Length in nozzle direction, m

3.5
Vaporized hydrocarbons & steam

Air

Bitumen

Water

35

35

1.13

0 – 4.2

Bed temperature, °C

530

15 - 25

Pressure at bottom of reactor, kPa

360

115

Gas density, kg/m3

2.28

1.3

Gas viscosity, Pa.s

2.5x10-5

1.8x10-5

Fluid Coke

Silica sand

Particle density, kg/m3

1450

2650

Sauter-mean particle diameter, μm

145

185

0.8

0.15

Gas
Liquid feed
Liquid feed rate per nozzle, USGPM
Atomizing steam or air per nozzle,
kg/min

Solid Particles

Superficial velocity at top of reactor,
Uf, m/s
Inventory of solids, kg

8900
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A -40 °C air dryer system ensures that the relative humidity of the fluidization air is consistently
below 15%. The use of low and constant humidity fluidizing air is critical to the current work as
this ensures that the bed moisture content is not influenced by humidity changes in the fluidizing
air.
The bed material used in this study was 8900 kg of Barco 71 silica sand from Opta Minerals.
Silica sand was selected as a stable, attrition-resistant bed material. When an inert material such
as sand is used, particles in agglomerates formed with water can be easily returned to their
original state simply by drying the bed with fluidization air. This material has a Sauter mean
diameter of 185μm and a bulk density of 1590 kg/m3. Its particle size distribution is shown in
Figure 3.2. McDougall et al. (2004) also have shown that the water-sand system is a good room
temperature simulator the hot bitumen-coke system, as there is nearly perfect wettability of the
solids by the liquids in both cases.
The operating conditions for the pie-shaped cold model are given in Table 3.1 where they are
compared with the conditions of Commercial Syncrude units.
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Figure 3.2: Particle size distribution for silica sand
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The experiments were conducted using two types of nozzle premixers and four types of nozzles.
The premixer has the main function of ensuring good mixing between the gas and water phases
prior to injection. The Bilateral Flow Conditioner (BFC) patented by McCracken et al., (2005) is
shown in Figure 3.3 while the Venturi premixer (V) is shown in Figure 3.4. Four types of nozzles
were tested: the TEB nozzle, the Simple Contraction + Clover Leaf (SCCL), the Simple
Contraction + Land (SCL) and the Snake Head (SH) nozzle. The TEB nozzle geometry is the
Type I in the work reported by Leach et al. (2009) and Portoghese et al. (2008).

Figure 3.3: the geometry of BFC premixer
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Figure 3.4: Venturi premixer geometry
High pressure atomization gas was supplied from a gas bottle through a high-pressure, high-flow
pressure regulator. De-ionized water was introduced through the other port of the premixer, from
a water tank pressurized with nitrogen. The water tank has an external overflow that may be
adjusted to vary the quantity of water injected. The water injection time was detected from the
pressure signal in the premixer.

3.3. Experimental Conditions
The bed was filled with 8900 kg of sand giving a settled bed height of 2.3 m prior to injection.
The bed temperature was adjusted to 23ºC before each injection using the thermocouples inserted
into the bed. This temperature was selected to ensure that the bed was dry and to give consistent
vaporization conditions for each injection. For all experiments, deionized water was injected
with a commercial-sized nozzle. The amount of liquid injected was 21 L giving a bed-averaged
liquid to solid ratio (L/S) of 0.24 wt%. Earlier experiments had shown that bogging of the bed
did not occur with this amount of water (Book et al., 2009). This liquid was injected over about
10 seconds.
The spray nozzle was supplied with two different atomization gases, air and a mixture of 18.6
mole% Helium and 81.4 mole% Nitrogen to simulate the properties of the atomization steam
used in the commercial process. The mean liquid flowrate through the nozzle was 2.15L/s ±
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0.06L/s (34USGPM ± 1USGPM) and was set by varying the pressures upstream of the air line
and water tank for each tested GLR (gas/liquid ratio). The following experimental procedure
steps are carried out to spray the liquid into the fluidized bed.
a) Set fluidization gas velocity at Ug=0.15 m/s
b) Heat up or cool down bed temperature to 25ºC
c) Fill up water tank with 20 L of de-ionized water and pressurize with high pressure
nitrogen
d) Set pressure regulator on air bottle for required atomization air flow rate
e) Open valve for high pressure air to nozzle
f) After 3 sec open valve in water line
g) After 21 L of water injected into the bed (in about 10 s at 35 USGPM), close valve in
water line
h) Close valve in air line
i) Fluidized the bed until it is fully dried

3.4. Nozzle performance evaluation
The liquid distribution on the fluidized particles performance was measured in the pie-shaped
unit by applying the conductance method. This method used an electrical probe with the
geometry and electric circuitry given in Figure 3.5. Details are provided in Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.5: The probe geometry and electric circuitry

Following the liquid injection, the fluidization velocity was reduced to allow for the settling of
large wet agglomerates away from the measurement zone and on the gas distributor plate. The
bed was then defluidized. The bed conductance was measured under defluidized conditions.
In Chapter 2 it has been demonstrated that free moisture in the bed is more uniform right at the
time the bed is defluidized, as, subsequently, diffusion takes place resulting in free moisture that
is not as uniform as at the start of defluidization. Therefore, in order to accurately determine the
free moisture, it is recommended to measure the bed conductance right at the beginning of
defluidization.
3.4.1. Calibration tests
A special nozzle was used to prevent the formation of agglomerates in the bed, so that all the
injected water formed free moisture (Chapter 1, 2). A linear relationship was found for the
variation of the measured bed conductance with the bed free moisture (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Calibration curve for the pie shaped unit: free moisture vs. measured bed
conductance

3.4.2. Effect of nozzle premixer
In the previous work by Leach et al., (2007) the Nozzle Performance Index (NPI) was defined as
the integral of this curve over 450s following defluidization at 60s as shown in Figure 3.7. This
parameter was defined to characterize the condition of the bed due to the injection performance.
Figure 3.8 compares the NPI with the free moisture for all the experiments shown in this paper.
It shows that there was a good correspondence between the two measurements.
The effect of different nozzle premixers on free moisture for nozzles operating at an ALR of 2%
is shown in Figure 3.8. This figure shows that with the TEB nozzle, using a BFC premixer
increased the free moisture by about 50%.
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Figure 3.7: The Nozzle Performance Index (NPI) definition
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Figure 3.8: relationship between NPI and free moisture (%)
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3.4.3. Effect of gas composition on spray nozzle performance
Experiments were conducted to compare the performance of various premixer-nozzles
combinations with two different atomization gases: air and a mixed gas that simulated, at
ambient conditions, steam in Fluid Coker spray nozzles. This mixed gas has a composition of
18.6 mole% Nitrogen and 81.4% Helium. This mixture has a molecular weight of about 8.5
g/mole and a density of 0.378 kg/m3, in which the mixed gas matches better with the steam at
reaction condition to simulate the Fluid Coking process injection. The liquid flowrate was set at
35GPM (2.21 kg/s) as in the previous experiments. Because of the lower gas density, a gas to
liquid ratio (GLR) of 0.85 wt% provided this liquid flowrate with the same nozzle pressure as
with atomizationair with an air to liquid ratio (ALR) of 2 wt%.
Figure 3.9 compares the free moistures obtained with the two gases for various nozzle-premixer
combinations. Although the TEB_BFC gave about the same free moisture with the two gases,
there was a strong effect of the gas on the results obtained with the other nozzles. The results of
Figure 3.9 demonstrate the effect of gas composition on nozzle performance showing that it is
essential to test each nozzle geometry with a gas that closely simulates the properties of the gas
used in the commercial application. For example the TEB_BFC is closely matches with lighter
gas and similar results obtained with both air and gas atomization. The general observation is
that both gases provide similar ranking of all nozzle premixer assemblies.
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Figure 3.9: Free moisture for different nozzle premixer with air mixed gas atomization at
liquid flowrate= 2.21 kg/s

3.4.4. Effect of liquid flow rate
Three different liquid flowrates, 2.21 kg/s, 2.43 kg/s and 2.59 kg/s are examined to investigate
whether the liquid flowrate affects the spray quality. Similar nozzle premixers are used for this
experiment. The procedure for these tests is similar to the procedure used for previous
experiments. The GLR for these flowrates is 0.85%, 0.78% and 0.72%, respectively by keeping
the atomization gas flowrate or nozzle tip/premixer pressure is constant.
The results of Figure 3.10 show that increasing the liquid flowrate is detrimental to the liquid
distribution, lowering the free moisture. This is predictable since more liquid is mixed with a
similar flowrate of entrained solids within the jet cavity and with a similar flowrate of dense bed
solids near the tip of the jet cavity. As a result, liquid-solid agglomerates that are wetter and,
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thus, more stable (Weber et al., 2008; Parveen, 2011) are formed by the spray jet and fewer
agglomerates break up to individual wet particles.
Figure 3.10 also shows that the various nozzles respond differently to variations in liquid
flowrate. For example, the snake head (SH_V) nozzle performance does not degrade as quickly
with increasing liquid flowrate as the performance of the TEB nozzle.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of liquid flow rate on free moisture

3.4.5. Effect of ALR on nozzle performance
The effect of the atomization gas flowrate is examined with the TEB nozzle using the BFC
premixer. All experiments used the same liquid flowrate, so that 21 liters was injected in about
10 second. The atomized gas flowrate was varied to obtain an ALR ranging from 0.5 to 3%.
Figure 3.11 shows that the ALR had a significant impact on the free moisture. Increasing the
atomization gas is beneficial for ALRs between 1and 2%. There is little impact of the ALR on
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the free moisture for ALRs below 1% or between 2 and 3%. Figure 3.12 shows how the pressure
changes in the premixer during injection. The figure 3.13 demonstrates the superficial gas
velocity of air atomization in the conduit which represents the flow regime. The gas velocity
increases with increasing ALR, but the flow regime does not change above 2% ALR.
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Figure 3.11: Effect of ALR on free moisture, TEB_BFC, liquid flowrate =2.21 kg/s
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Figure 3.12: Effect of ALR on Pressure in BFC
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Figure 3.13: Effect of ALR on flow regime of atomization gas (superficial gas velocity)
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3.4.6. Effect of mixing
Two sets of experiments were conducted to determine of the fluidization time after injection on
agglomerate breakup and, hence, free moisture. In the first set, the bed was defluidized 60 s after
the start of the liquid injection while, in the second set, the bed was defluidized 75 s after the
start of the liquid injection
Figure 3.14 shows that increasing the fluidization time by 25% increased the free moisture by
nearly 50%. There is, therefore, significant agglomerate breakup caused by the fluidization.
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Figure 3.14: Effect of mixing on free moisture at ALR=2%, TEB_BFC
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Figure 3.15: Fluidized bed test facility (Briens et al., 2011)
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3.5. Comparison with the vibration results
In Briens et al. (2011), similar nozzles and pre-mixers were tested in open air to quantify the
spray stability of various gas–liquid pre-mixer and nozzle combinations through the analysis of
vibration measurements on the upstream conduit with an accelerometer, combined with physical
downstream spray measurements (Briens et al., 2011). Accelerometer measurements on the
conduit were also performed while the nozzles were spraying into the fluidized bed (Figure
3.15). Briens et al. (2011) found that the nozzle spray instability could be quantified with the
standard deviations of the wavelet coefficients for the 17th octave of the accelerometer signal.
This standard deviation is, therefore, an instability coefficient.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of free moisture with Standard deviation of the coefficients within
the 17th octave for accelerometer measurements in the fluidized bed test facility by Briens
et al., 2011)
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Figure 3.16 shows how the free moisture was affected by the instability of the nozzle flow. A
comparison of the same nozzle, TEB, fitted with a BFC or a venturi premixer, shows that the
nozzle flow stability, which is affected by the premixer, had a great impact on the free moisture.
Figure 3.14 also shows that a major component of the effect of the nozzle geometry on the free
moisture was a result of its effect on flow instability.
3.6. Conclusions
The conductance method is successfully applied in a large scale fluidized bed in which
commercial nozzle-premixer assemblies can be tested. This method characterizes the nozzle
performance and can identify the best assembly, which produces fewer agglomerates.
The nozzle geometry has a strong impact on nozzle performance. The nozzle premixer, where
liquid and atomization gas come together, greatly affected the nozzle performance. Nozzles with
a more stable gas-liquid flow provide a better spray quality, producing fewer agglomerates.
ALR shows higher impact on the nozzle performance by creating more atomization, more free
moisture will be produced. The flow regime does not change by increasing ALR, but the
superficial gas velocity stabilizes after ALR 2% where there is not much improvement in free
moisture observed. Increasing the fluidization time by 25% increased the free moisture by nearly
50%. There is, therefore, significant agglomerate breakup caused by the fluidization.

Notation
ALR

mass ratio of the atomization gas flowrate to liquid flowrate, %

JBI

Jet Bed Interaction

GLR

Gas to Liquid ratio, wt%

L/S

liquid to dry solid mass ratio in the agglomerates, %

NPI

Nozzle Performance Index, mS.s

Va

applied voltage, V
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Vm

measure voltage, V
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Chapter 4
Determination of Agglomerates Properties and Influencing
Parameters in Gas-solid Fluidized Bed

4.1. Introduction
Agglomerate formation is a major issue in fluidized bed reactors such as Fluid Coker where
bitumen is injected into a fluidized bed of hot coke particles, heats up and undergoes thermal
cracking (Gray, 1994). Ideally, the liquid should spread in a thin layer on the fluidized particles
while, in reality, a large portion of the liquid forms agglomerates.
Agglomerate formation results in serious heat and mass transfer limitations. Gray et al. (2001)
showed that, in Fluid Coking, mass transfer becomes limiting when the liquid thickness on the
particle surface exceeds a threshold value of just few microns. House et al. (2004) modeled mass,
heat transfer and kinetics within a reacting agglomerate in a Fluid Coker and determined that
poor heat transfer within the agglomerate dramatically reduces the bitumen reaction rate. This
leads to serious operating problems in industrial Fluid Coker, which can be alleviated by
increasing the reactor temperature, which reduces the yield of valuable liquid product. Several
studies have attempted to reduce mass and heat transfer limitations by improving solid-liquid
contact or jet bed interaction with new spray injection systems (House et al., 2004, 2008,
Portoghese et al., 2005, 2008, 2010).
Several studies have characterized liquid-solid contact in gas fluidized beds. Iveson et al. (2001)
found that minimizing the liquid flux at the bed surface and maximizing the flux of dry solids
can improve the liquid-solid contact. Leclere et al. (2004) characterized the contact between
vaporized liquid and a fluidized bed by looking at the evaporation rate of injected liquid, under
conditions relevant to fluid catalytic cracking. Portoghese et al. (2005, 2008) used triboelectric
and conductance probes to characterize the interactions between a gas-liquid spray jet and a
fluidized bed. They determined that spray nozzle geometry and atomization gas flowrate play
significant role in the initial liquid-solid contact.
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Several authors have investigated how liquid and particles mix within and near the spray jet
cavity. Ariyapadi et al. (2003) used X-rays to visualize liquid spray jets in a small fluidized bed
and found that liquid-solid agglomerates were formed near the tip of the jet cavity. Bruhns et al.
(2005) found agglomerates within the jet cavity. Ariyapadi et al. (2003) modeled the high fluxes
of bed solids that are entrained into the jet cavity and how they mix with liquid droplets.
McMillan et al. (2005) found that the ratio of solid particles to liquid droplets varies over the jet
cavity cross-section, decreasing from the jet periphery to its core.
House et al. (2004) injected a sucrose solution into a fluidized bed of coke particles to study the
properties of the initial liquid-solid agglomerates, and more specifically their liquid content.
House et al. (2008) developed a model that showed that the initial liquid content of the
agglomerates has a great impact on Fluid Cokers. The liquid content of the agglomerates
determines their strength in a fluidized bed. Agglomerates with a low liquid content break up
easily and produce individual particles with a thin layer of liquid (Gray et al., 2002). House et al.
(2004) predicted that the product yield can be improved by forming smaller agglomerates with a
lower liquid content.
Parveen et al. (2011) and Weber et al. (2008) investigated the effect of different bed and
agglomerate parameters on the breakage of agglomerates in fluidized beds. Parveen et al. (2011)
found out that smaller agglomerates with a lower density break faster as they spend more time
near the free surface which is highly turbulent due to bubbles bursts. Parveen et al. (2011) and
Weber et al. (2008) found that increasing the fluidization velocity promotes agglomerate
breakage. They also confirmed that drier agglomerates break more quickly.
It is, therefore, crucial to determine the size and liquid content of the agglomerates that are
formed when a liquid is injected in a fluidized bed, as well as the proportion of the injected
liquid that goes to free moisture, i.e. liquid that is not trapped within agglomerates. The bed
conductance is an easy online measurement which provides valuable information about liquid
distribution in the bed, by providing some information on the free moisture. However, while
conductance methods can, thus, be used to rank different nozzle designs, but they cannot
determine the size and liquid content of agglomerates in a fluidized bed reactor. Therefore,
House et al. (2008) injected a sugar solution into a fluidized bed, defluidized the bed to prevent
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any breakup of the initial agglomerates, and slowly dried the bed. The liquid bridges binding the
particles were thus replaced by much stronger solid sugar bridges. This allowed for sieving of the
agglomerates to determine their size, while their initial liquid content could be obtained from
their sugar content.
A drawback of a method using sugar injection is that it cannot be used in large scale equipment,
since sieving tons of solids is not practical. On the other hand, conductance measurements can
be easily performed in large units. The first objective of this study is, therefore, to compare a
sugar injection method to a method using conductance measurements to characterize liquid
distribution in a small fluidized bed. Both methods are, then, used to determine the impact of
fluidization velocity on liquid distribution.
4.2. Experimental set up
Experiments are conducted in a small Plexiglas fluidized bed which has a rectangular, 0.5 m x
0.1 m, cross section. The bed contains 45 kg of Silica sand particles which has a diameter about
185 μm and density 2650 kg/m3.
A sugar solution is injected into the fluidized bed, the bed is defluidized and slowly dried; as the
liquid dries out, and sugar binds the sand particles and preserves the granules formed during the
initial liquid-particles contact. The aqueous sugar solution contains 22 wt% sucrose and 8 wt%
glucose. This solution has a kinematic viscosity of 2.65 cp which roughly matches the viscosity
of bitumen at injection temperature in Fluid Cokers (House et al., 2004).
In order to measure the bed conductance, 5 metal electrodes are placed on the bed wall and a
metal window of on the opposite bed serves as counter-electrode (Figures 4.1, and 4.2). The
power supply is a Variac which provides an AC voltage of 60V and 60Hz. This relatively high
voltage is needed because of the low electrical conductivity of the sugar solution. The current
going through each electrode is determined from the voltage drop across a 100 kOhm resistor.
A pressurized blow tank is used to inject the liquid. A pressure regulator and a pressure
transducer at the top of the tank ensures a constant nitrogen pressure that is set to deliver a liquid
flowrate, which is determined through prior calibration and is verified by checking the change in
the mass of liquid in the tank during each run. The atomization nitrogen flowrate is controlled
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with a pressure regulator, a pressure transducer and a calibrated sonic nozzle. A premixer
connects the liquid and atomization gas lines upstream of the spray nozzle.

Figure 4.1: Electrodes locations

Figure 4.2: counter-electrode location

Two spray nozzles were used. A regular TEB nozzle (Figure 4.3) with a 1.6mm diameter orifice
had also been used by Portoghese et al. (2008, 2010) (Type 1). The second nozzle, called HALR
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(for High Air to Liquid Ratio), is a simple 3.6 mm diameter tube, shown in Figure 4.4. The
HALR nozzle was operated with an Air to Liquid Ratio of 50%. Although this results in an
impractical consumption of atomization gas for industrial applications, it was used in calibration
runs since it provided a very good dispersion of the injected liquid on fluidized particles.
Preliminary experiments used a method first developed by House et al. (2008) to show that no
agglomerates were formed when liquid was injected into the fluidized bed with the high ALR
nozzle.

Figure 4.3: Spray Nozzle geometry

Figure 4.4: High ALR hollow cylinder shaped nozzle

4.3. Experimental and Analysis Procedure
Calibration experiments were performed with the HALR nozzle, which prevented the formation
of agglomerates so that all the moisture was free moisture. A specified mass of sugar solution
was injected in the fluidized bed, the bed was defluidized and its conductance was measured. To
obtain a good spray without any agglomerates, the liquid flowrate should be small (≈1 g/s). The
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pressure is set at minimum 20 psig. The superficial gas velocity during injection was 12 cm/s to
fluidize the bed. The bed was defluidized, conductance measurements were performed and gas
was then introduced at a velocity well below the minimum fluidization velocity to slowly dry the
bed. Repeating experiments with different masses of injected sugar solution provided different
free moisture levels.
Regular experiments were conducted with the TEB nozzle assembled with the premixer to inject
37 g of sugar solution into the fluidized bed, with a liquid flowrate that was kept at 30 g/s for all
experiments. The pressure is set at 100 psig to provide this flowrate. Five Air to Liquid ratios
(ALR) ranging from 0 to 2% were selected to evaluate the effect of ALR on the quality of the
liquid distribution. The superficial gas velocity during injection was 12 cm/s to fluidize the bed.
The bed was defluidized, conductance measurements were performed and gas was then
introduced at a velocity well below the minimum fluidization velocity to slowly dry the bed.
After drying, the whole bed was emptied out, and granules were sieved with screens of different
mesh sizes (11mm, 7mm, 3mm, and 1mm). The agglomerates in each size cut were weighed.
Samples from agglomerates in each size cut were taken to measure their sugar concentration.
Each sample was weighed and a given mass of water was added to dissolve the sugar. Particles
were allowed to settle out and the liquid was sampled. Glucose Trinder, an enzymatic reagent,
was used to measure the sugar concentration of the liquid with a spectrophotometer at a
wavelength of 501.5 nm. The liquid content of the initial agglomerates, before drying, was then
determined by mass balance.
4.4. Results
4.4.1. Sampling results
Figure 4.5 shows how the total mass of agglomerates varied with the atomization gas flowrate.
Figure 4.6 shows that the proportion of the agglomerates that are smaller than 11mm, called
micro-agglomerates, will increase with increasing ALR. Introducing more atomization gas
breaks down the macro-agglomerates into smaller agglomerates. There is an exception, however,
when the ALR increases from 0% to 0.5%, as at such low atomization gas flowrates, introducing
gas in the nozzle conduit results in slugging that makes the nozzle sputter.
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Figure 4.7 shows the liquid content of the various agglomerate sizes, expressed as liquid to dry
solid ratio (L/S). As the ALR is increased past 0.5%, the liquid content of the agglomerates of all
sizes decreased. Larger agglomerates contain more liquid: this is because larger agglomerates
must be wetter to resist the shear forces in the fluidized bed since, according to Parveen et al.,
(2011), smaller agglomerates break more easily and wetter agglomerates are stronger.
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Figure 4.5: Effect of air atomization on total mass of agglomerates (injecting 37 g of sugar
solution using TEB_BFC
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Figure 4.6: Effect of air atomization on the size distribution of the agglomerates mass
fraction (injecting 37 g of sugar solution using TEB)
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Figure 4.7: Effect of air atomization on the liquid content of the agglomerates (injecting 37
g of sugar solution using TEB)
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Figure 4.8: Effect of air atomization on proportion of the injected liquid that is trapped
within agglomerates (injecting 37 g of sugar solution using TEB)
Figure 4.8 shows the proportion of the injected liquid that goes into agglomerates of various
sizes.

Increasing ALR is beneficial as it reduces the proportion of the injected liquid that is

trapped in the largest agglomerates, which has the worst impact on reactor operability since heat
transfer limitations are especially dire for the largest agglomerates (House et al., 2004, 2008).
The above results indicate that atomization with a larger ALR forms large agglomerates that are
drier and therefore weaker. In the experiments of this study, a significant proportion of these
large agglomerates break up before the bed is defluidized. In a Fluid Coker, drier agglomerates
will continue to break up. They will also heat up more quickly since their thermal conductivity is
about the same and less heat is consumed by coking reactions within the agglomerate.

4.4.2. Agglomerates stability
Figure 4.7 shows that the average liquid content of the largest agglomerates is significantly
larger than for the smallest agglomerates. A possible interpretation is the liquid content of all the
agglomerates initially formed near the tip of the spray jet cavity has the same probability
distribution. Since the large agglomerates are more sensitive to the shear forces created by the
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gas bubbles in the fluidized beds (Weber et al., 2008; Parveen, 2011), the drier agglomerates,
which are weaker (Parveen, 2011), break up and disappear, while the wetter large agglomerates
survive.
This interpretation can be verified by checking the coefficient of variation of the agglomerate
liquid content for each agglomerate size cut. For each agglomerate size cut, several samples
were taken and analyzed for their liquid content. Figure 4.9 indicates that the coefficient of
variation of the liquid content decreases for the large agglomerates. This confirms that the
distribution of the liquid content is truncated for the large agglomerates, as the drier large
agglomerates disappear before the bed is defluidized.
Figure 4.10 shows the fraction of the injected liquid that remains trapped within agglomerates, as
a function of the average agglomerate liquid content, for various agglomerate sizes, using data
obtained for various atomization gas flowrates. For the largest agglomerates, which are larger
than 11 mm, the amount of liquid trapped within agglomerates clearly increases with increasing
liquid content. This confirms that when the atomization is such that large agglomerates are
wetter, a larger proportion survives breakup.
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Figure 4.9: Coefficient variation of agglomerate liquid content for different agglomerates
size cuts
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Figure 4.10: Fraction of the injected liquid trapped in agglomerates versus agglomerate
liquid content, for various agglomerate size cuts
4.4.3. Effect of Bed Turbulence on Agglomeration
To determine the effect of bed turbulence on agglomerates, the fluidization gas velocity was
increased from 12 cm/s to 25 cm/s. In all these experiments, the spray nozzle was operated with
an ALR of 2%.
As expected, the mass of agglomerates was reduced, going from about 800 g at a fluidization
velocity of 12 cm/s to less than 500 g at 25 cm/s. Figure 4.11 shows that the changes were most
significant for the largest agglomerates: the mass of agglomerates larger than 11 mm dropped
from 235 g to 80 g, i.e. a dramatic reduction of 66%. There was almost no change for the
smallest agglomerates, with a diameter between 1 and 3 mm (Figure 4.11). This confirms the
results from Parveen (2011), who found that agglomerates broke up much more quickly at higher
fluidization velocities. Figure 4.12 shows that increasing the fluidization velocity reduced the
total mass of agglomerates by about 38% and the mass of agglomerates larger than 11 mm by
about 66%.
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Figure 4.11: Effect of the fluidization gas velocity on the mass of agglomerates in each size
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Figure 4.12: Effect of fluidization velocity on the amount of agglomerates (g)
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4.4.4. Effect of Liquid Property on Bed Conductance
This section presents the results obtained by measuring the bed electrical conductance.
Experiments were first conducted with the sugar solution used to obtain the results that have
already been reviewed, and then with pure water.
Experiments were first conducted by spraying the sugar solution into the fluidized bed with the
HALR nozzle, to avoid the formation of agglomerates. Experiments with the sugar solution,
drying and sieving verified that no agglomerates were formed with the HALR nozzle. Figure
4.13 shows the variation of the local bed conductance measured with various electrodes through
the various experimental steps. First the bed conductance increased rapidly with time as the
liquid was injected into the fluidized bed. The liquid injection was then stopped and the
conductance decreased as water evaporated from the bed. The bed was defluidized and the
conductance first jumped as the bed became denser, and then remained nearly constant, as there
was no evaporation. When the fluidization was resumed, evaporation gradually reduced the bed
conductance. The conductance during defluidization was recorded and correlated to the free
moisture.
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Figure 4.13: The time evolution of bed conductance
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Figure 4.14 shows that the free moisture of the bed, expressed as the reaction L/S of the liquid
mass to the dry solid mass, can be obtained from the electrical conductance of the defluidized
bed. Figure 4.14 shows three regions. In the two extreme regions, for free moistures below
0.03% and above 0.17%, the conductance does not vary quickly with increasing free moisture.
On the other hand, in the middle region, between 0.03 and 0.17%, the bed conductance increases
linearly and significantly with increasing free moisture. To achieve maximum sensitivity,
experiments were, therefore, conducted so that the free moisture was between 0.03 and 0.17%.
The three regions observed in Figure 4.14 results from changes in the way liquid is distributed on
particles.
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Figure 4.14: Average bed conductance calibration curve for injection water solution
through the HALR nozzle

Figure 4.15 compares the calibration results for the sugar solution and pure water. For the same
free moisture, the bed conductance is much higher when the liquid is pure water. This means
that to get the most accurate results, different electrical circuits must be used with these two
liquids.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of liquid property on the bed conductance calibration curve

4.4.5. The impact of ALR on free moisture
With a spray nozzle operated at practical ALRs, wet agglomerates form, as the sampling
experiments demonstrated. Figure 4.16 shows compared the effect of the ALR on the free
moisture. The results show that increasing the ALR from 0% to 2% will increase the free
moisture from 38 to 45%. This confirms that increasing the atomization gas is beneficial to
provide more free moisture.
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Figure 4.16: Effect of air atomization on the free moisture, as a fraction of the total mass of
injected liquid (37 g of sugar solution), using TEB

4.4.6. Effect of ALR on the bed expansion
A video recording of the fluidized bed was taken through the transparent Plexiglas wall, using a
camera operating at a speed of 29 frames/s while 37 grams of sugar solution was injected
through the TEB nozzle. The video recording continued past the cut-off of the fluidization gas,
until the bed had totally settled down. An image analysis procedure was used to determine the
instantaneous bed height from this recording.
The movie was first converted to individual pictures. For example, for a 120 s movie, 3479
pictures were created. A Matlab program analyzed these pictures and calculated the coefficient
of variation (standard deviation / mean) of each pixel in the pictures. When the bed is fluidized,
the bed surface fluctuates and the bed height can thus be obtained at every lateral location from
the pixel where the coefficient of variation is highest. Figure 4.17 shows the evolution of the bed
height at two different ALRs, 1% and 2%. During fluidization, the bed height fluctuates due to
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the gas bubbles but its average value does not change during the injection and only decreases
after defluidization. This observation shows that increasing the ALR from 1 to 2% moderately
increases the bed height during fluidization and defluidization.
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Figure 4.17: Bed height changes during injection and following de-fluidization at two
ALRs(%)

The defluidized bed height is plotted against the free moisture, calculated from the bed
conductance (Figure 4.18). The bed is not affected by low moistures below 0.04%. The bed
height starts increasing once the free moisture exceeds 0.04%, there is then a nearly linear
relationship between defluidized bed and the free moisture determined from the conductance.
This confirms the results obtained with the bed conductance: increasing the ALR from 1 to 2%
resulted in a moderate increase in free moisture.
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Figure 4.18: Defluidized bed height changes with varying free moisture

4.4.7. Effect of Bed Turbulence on Free Moisture
To establish the effect of bed turbulence on free moisture, the fluidization gas velocity was
increased from 12 cm/s to 25 cm/s. In all these experiments, the spray nozzle was operated with
an ALR of 2%.
The bed conductance shows much improvement with the increased turbulence induced by the
higher fluidization velocity, which causes more agglomerates to break down. A higher velocity
during injection provides better mixing, more agglomerates breaking and, consequently, more
free moisture is formed. Figure 4.19 shows that, for the sugar solution, the free moisture
increases from 45 to 53% with increasing the fluidization velocity from 12 to 25 cm/s at 2%
ALR.
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Similar experiments with two gas fluidization velocities were conducted by injecting 37 g of
water into the bed, instead of a sugar solution. The results indicate that the free moisture
increases from 48% to 59% (Figure 4.19).
Comparing the two liquids, water and sugar solution, it is revealed that the freee moisture
increases with decreasing liquid viscosity (Figure 4.19). The higher viscosity liquid forms more
stable agglomerates, as shown by Parveen (2011).
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Figure 4.19: Effect of fluidization velocity on the free moisture for two different liquids at
ALR=2%

4.4.8. Comparison of two different methods
The results of samples analyses are compared with the result of online bed conductance
measurements at similar conditions. Figure 4.20 compares the free moisture calculated from
conductance measurements with the percentage of liquid that goes to form agglomerates smaller
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than 7 mm and 11 mm, which was obtained from samples analyses. The trends are very similar,
indicating that both measurements can be used alternately to optimize spray conditions.
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Figure 4.20: Free moisture calculation based on two methods; sampling and conductance

4.5. Conclusions
In this research, the distribution of a liquid sugar solution injected into a fluidized bed is
determined from a sampling of the agglomerates and the results are compared with a method that
measured the bed conductance. It has been observed that most of the liquid is trapped in macro
agglomerates, i.e. agglomerates that are larger than 11 mm.
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Increasing the atomization gas flowrate helps breaking down the agglomerates and also produces
drier and weaker agglomerates that break down more easily. Smaller agglomerates are weaker
and only the stronger and wetter ones survive.
Intensifying the bed turbulence by increasing the fluidization velocity has a remarkable impact
on the amount of agglomerates and particularly of macro agglomerates. It is observed that 66%
of agglomerates that are larger than 11mm disappear by increasing the gas velocity from 0.12 to
0.25 m/s. This finding was verified with two methods: online bed conductance measurements
and agglomerates samples.
Notation
ALR

mass ratio of the atomization gas flowrate to liquid flowrate, %

da

agglomerate sieve diameter, m

HALR

high ALR, %

(L/S)a

liquid to dry solid mass ratio in the agglomerates, %

(L/S)b

liquid to dry solid mass ratio in the whole bed, %

Vg

superficial gas velocity, cm/s
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Chapter 5
Modeling Liquid Distribution and Bed Conductance in a
Fluidized Bed

5.1. Introduction
Many studies have been carried out to model the agglomeration phenomena in processes such as
Fluid Coking. Terrazas-Velarde et al. (2009) developed the stochastic micro-scale model to
simulate the formation, growth and micro-structure of agglomerates. This model describes
agglomerate growth during fluidized bed spray agglomeration with the constant volume Monte
Carlo method (Metropolis et al., 1949). Terrazas-Velarde et al. (2009) showed that the droplet
capture mechanism is controlling the agglomeration growth, while the maximum diameter results
from the balance of three mechanisms: coalescence, rebound and breakage. Modeling showed
that the agglomerates diameter increases with increasing binder viscosity, as observed
experimentally.
Moseley et al. (1993) developed a model to investigate the defluidization velocity, i.e. the
superficial gas velocity for which defluidization occurs as the gas velocity is gradually reduced.
Defluidization results from massive agglomeration of the particles in the fluidized bed. In this
model, two important factors; particle collision and random granular energy are considered to
obtain the defluidization velocity. Moseley et al. (1993) found that the defluidization velocity
increases sharply with increasing temperature due to the increase in the stickiness and softening
of the particles.
Weber et al. (2008) determined the critical moisture content for which the rates of agglomerate
growth and breakage are balanced by introducing artificial agglomerates of glass beads and
water into a fluidized bed. Agglomerate size and fluidizing gas velocity were found to have a
significant effect on the critical initial liquid content.
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Saleh et al. (2003) investigated the size dependency of agglomeration by developing a model that
takes into account two simultaneous mechanisms: growth by layering and agglomeration. The
model indicated that the agglomeration rate decreases with increasing initial particle sizes.
Shi et al. (2007) explored computationally the influence on agglomeration of varying moisture
distribution, inter-particle cohesion, and liquid transfer between particles. When two wet
particles contact, the liquid bridge will be formed and the flow behavior of particles is governed
by the cohesion force that exists (Fisher et al., 1926; Mehrotra et al., 1980; Adams et al., 1985;
Simons et al., 1996 and Lian et al., 1998)
Goldschmidt et al. (2002) presented a discrete element model containing simple closures to
describe particle-droplet coalescence and agglomeration. The effect of different parameters; such
as fluidization velocity, liquid spray rate and spray pattern were studied to characterize the
agglomeration characteristics. The influence of spray pattern and spray rate are examined with a
‘slow spray’, ‘fast spray’ and ‘wide spray’ simulations. The result showed that a mono-modal
sizes distribution is obtained in the slow spray case which is quite similar to the wide spray
simulation. In the wide spray simulation, the liquid is spread over a much bigger area, which
causes the particles to pick up less liquid before they coalesce and causes a growth pattern. A
bimodal sizes distribution of granules is established from the fast spray simulation and the
formed granules are bigger at high spray rates. Consequently the granule size is proportional to
the spray rate. The effect of fluidization velocity is simulated, showing that varying the
fluidization velocity does not affect the amount of particles that are converted into granules,
while the size of agglomerates increases with decreasing fluidization velocity.
Pougatch et al. (2011) developed a three-dimensional numerical model is to characterize the
interactions between a gas–liquid jet and a fluidized bed. This model describes bubbling flow
through the atomization nozzle. A numerous number of bubble sizes and droplets are represented
in this model through the particle number density approach that considers both break-up and
coalescence. The effect of fluidization velocity on the liquid distribution and jet penetration
distance is evaluated and eventually compared with experiments, showing a good qualitative
agreement. The results indicate that the jet penetration decreases with increasing fluidization
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velocity, but no significant impact of the fluidization velocity on the area around the nozzle exit
was observed.
Pougatch et al. (2009) simulated the flow pattern of a gas-liquid spray through the atomization
nozzle and premixing device with a two-fluid Eulerian–Eulerian model. The particle number
density approach is applied to define the average diameter of bubbles or droplets by considering
their break-up and coalescence. This model allows for the estimation of the pressure and water
flux profile along the nozzle wall, at different distances from the nozzle orifice. This model can
be applied to evaluate different nozzle geometry designs with various liquids and gases.
Increasing the gas to liquid ratio (GLR) results in smaller droplets, with a higher velocity,
because of the higher interfacial friction that results from entraining more gas into the jet.
Characterization of liquid spray through on line measurement of bed conductance without
sampling is the state of art which is missing from other literature. This model indicates how the
liquid spray quality can affect the bed conductance evolution by time. Online measurement of
bed conductance can predict the liquid concentration within the bed at different location and its
evolution by time.
The main objective of the present study is to develop a model to predict the conductance of a
defluidized bed after liquid injection into the fluidized bed, considering liquid diffusion within
the defluidized bed. An original feature of the model would be to start with a population of
agglomerates whose properties are obtained from the experimental data of chapter 4. Additional
goals are to use the model to provide answers to practical concerns.
5.2. Review of Experimental Procedure
37 g of sugar solution is injected into the fluidized bed containing 45 kg sand particles. The bed
is defluidized and slowly dried; as the liquid dries out; sugar binds the sand particles and
maintains the agglomerates that were formed during the initial contact of the injected liquid with
the fluidized particles. A solution of 22 wt% sucrose and 8 wt% glucose was used to match the
viscosity of bitumen in Fluid Cokers. Detailed information on the experimental procedure and
apparatus is given in chapter 4.
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Two different methods are applied to measure the liquid distribution in the bed. The first method
measures the bed conductance during defluidization. The high ALR nozzle which eliminates
agglomeration is used to calibrate the relationship between the conductance of the defluidized
bed and the free moisture, i.e. the moisture that is not trapped within agglomerates (chapter 1).
The high ALR nozzle consists of a 3.6 mm diameter hollow cylinder that was operated with an
ALR of 50 %. Preliminary experiments used a method first developed by House et al. (2008) to
show that no agglomerates were formed when liquid was injected into the fluidized bed with the
high ALR nozzle. Then a practical spray nozzle (TEB_BFC), which forms agglomerates, is used
to determine the effects on agglomerate properties of various parameters such as ALR,
fluidization velocity and liquid properties (chapters 1 and 2), under realistic industrial conditions
The second method determines the size and liquid content of the agglomerates by collecting
them after they are formed during the liquid injection and completely dried out. The bed is
screened and agglomerates of different sizes ranging from 1 mm, 3 mm, 7 mm, 11 mm and
above is recovered. An enzymatic reagent is used to measure the sugar concentration in each size
cut.
5.3. Modeling of bed conductance
5.3.1. Theory
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.1 software is used to model the bed conductance during defluidization
after the liquid injection is complete. This software can couple different modules, such as
electrical and chemical engineering tools. This is ideal for the model that is developed in this
study, which combines mass transfer and electrical equations.
The purpose of this study is to understand how the free moisture and agglomerates properties
affect the bed conductance. Therefore, the agglomerates properties and location can be
anticipated by observing how the bed conductance varies during the defluidization period. The
small Plexiglas unit that was used for the experiments is equipped with 5 metal strip electrodes,
and is modeled with 2D geometry shown in Figure 5.1. The domain contains bed wall sides,
electrodes, distributor and air-solid interface. The 5 electrodes (5cm* 50cm) are placed on one
wall and the second electrode is on the opposite wall. Two problems are simultaneously solved
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using a diffusion equation, which is based on Fick’s law, and the electric potential modeled with
Laplace’s equation, considering suitable initial and boundary conditions.
Figure 5.2 shows the small Plexiglas unit domain geometry when a rod electrode is used instead
of wall electrodes to measure the bed conductance.

Figure 5.1: Domain geometry of small fluidized bed
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5.3.1.1. Fick’s law
Diffusion takes place when the bed is defluidized, with liquid moving from high concentration
regions, i.e. wet agglomerates, towards low concentration regions, i.e. the rest of the bed. The
following expression is used to express the diffusion phenomena:
∂c
+ ( − D.∇ 2c ) = 0
∂t

[5.1]

Then the liquid concentration, c=c(x, y, t), can be calculated during the defluidization period at
different locations within the bed, considering appropriate initial and boundary conditions.

Figure 5.2: 2D geometry of small unit with rod electrode
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5.3.1.2. Laplace’s equation
Laplace’s equation was used to solve the electric potential V by applying the following equation:
∇.(σ∇V ) = 0

[5.2]

In order to find out the bed conductance, the next step is to calculate the local density vector, J,
from the local electric field E and the local conductivity σ. Then, the current density should be
integrated over the surface of 5 wall electrodes to give the total current. Knowing the total
current, the bed conductance G can be calculated by dividing the total current I by the reference
voltage Vref applied on the rod electrode.
J = σ E = σ ∇V

[5.3]

I = ∫ J dA

[5.4]

Bed Conductance = G =

I
Vref

[5.5]

The following assumptions are made for both environments, for the present formulation:
Boundary condition: Vc =0 (Neumann boundary conditions for all boundaries, all boundaries
are impermeable except for the top surface of fluidized bed through the flow of water vapour,
while theoretically possible, is negligible since there is no gas flowing through the bed)
Initial condition: c=c0 [this is set by experimental procedure]
The following boundary conditions are selected for the electrical potential as follows:
V=0
∇V = 0

Ground for the second opposite big electrode bed side walls [set by electrical circuit]
Electric insulation at the top, solid surface, bed side walls and distributor [It was

verified that there was no electrical leakage through these boundaries]
V=Vref

5 metal strip electrodes [set by electrical circuit]
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The software assembles all the equations and boundary conditions together and creates the
physics interfaces into one massive system of Partial Differential Equations and boundary
conditions. Then Finite Element Method (FEM) approximates a PDE problem that has a finite
number of unknown parameters. Finally, triangle meshes with finer sizes are chosen to estimate
the solution.
5.3.2. Parameters Definition
5.3.2.1. Bed conductivity
The purpose of this section is to develop an empirical correlation between the local electrical
conductivity of the defluidized bed and its local moisture. The HALR nozzle, which eliminates
agglomeration (chapters 1 and 2) is used to form a defluidized bed where all the injected liquid is
uniformly distributed as free moisture, i.e. moisture that is not trapped within agglomerates.
The bed conductance was measured for various free moisture levels, and the bed conductivity σ
was calculated from this bed conductance with the COMSOL model. It was found that the
conductivity could be quickly evaluated by introducing a cell constant that was 1.13 for all
measurements. A Diagram shows how to obtain the bed conductivity (Figure 5.3)
R=ρ

σ=

l
A

[5.6]

1

[5.7]

ρ
l
A

σ = G. ∗ 1.13

[5.8]

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show that the bed conductance recalculated with the COMSOL program and
the conductivity estimated with Equation 5.8 matches well with the measured value for all the
experiments. In Figure 5.4, the liquid was pure deionized water while, in Figure 5.5, it was a
sugar solution.
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Figure 5.3: Diagram of COMSOL algorithm
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Figure 5.5: variation of bed conductance with bed concentration for sugar solution
5.3.2.2. Diffusion coefficient
In the following section, the equipment with wall electrodes (Figure 5.1) is used to estimate the
diffusion coefficient from the agglomerates properties by modeling the bed conductance
evolution during defluidization. This model considers the gradual diffusion of water from the
agglomerates in the defluidized bed.
Agglomerates sizes and concentration are taken from the sugar experiments results which are
presented in chapter 4. The sizes of agglomerates are defined from the bed material screening
and range from 1 mm, 3 mm, 7 mm, 11 mm and above. The number of agglomerates is
calculated from the mass balance by knowing other parameters such as of the number of
agglomerates is quite similar to the work from Portoghese et al. (2008). Portoghese et al. (2008),
however, assumed that all the agglomerates had the same diameter and moisture. This study, on
the other hand, experimentally determined the agglomerates properties directly from the sugar
experimental results.
The following equation is developed based on a mass balance and provides the number of
agglomerates:
M sfree

( L / S ) total
M sa
Na =
( L / S ) a − x a ( L / S ) total
xa

[5.9]

By assuming a spherical shape for the agglomerates and substituting the mass of solid and liquid
by density and volume, the above equation yields:
⎛
⎞ S
ρ
x a ( L / S ) total ⎜⎜1 + s ( L / S ) a ⎟⎟ total2
ρl
⎝
⎠ π Ra
Na =
⎛
⎞
ρ
( L / S ) a ⎜⎜1 + x a s ( L / S ) total ⎟⎟
ρl
⎝
⎠

[5.10]
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The diffusion coefficient was varied until the evolution of the bed conductance with time in the
defluidized bed that was predicted with the model matched the experimental measurements
(Figure 5.6). Figure 5.6 shows that that a diffusion coefficient of D= 7e-6 m2/s gave a good
agreement with the experimental results for the 30% sugar solution.
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Figure 5.6: Diffusion coefficient for sugar concentration 30% at ALR= 2%
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5.3.3. Importance of agglomerates segregation
Modeling must assume an agglomerates distribution within the bed. This section compares two
cases, uniformly distributed and segregated agglomerates. The effect of agglomerates location is
studied to see how the distribution of agglomerates can affect the bed conductance evolution
during defluidization.
Figure 5.7 shows that better results were obtained by assuming agglomerate segregation. This
case assumed that the smaller agglomerates (da < 11mm) are uniformly distributed within the bed
while larger agglomerates (da > 11 mm) settled on top of the gas distributor plate.
Simulations is compared two other cases, one case where the larger agglomerates sink at the
bottom, as in Figure 5.7, and the other case where the larger agglomerates float to the at the top
of bed. Figure 5.8 shows that there is not much difference between these two cases. This means
that it does not matter where the agglomerates are located, as long as they are outside the direct
field of the 5 electrodes. It should be noted that it is much more likely, however, that the larger
agglomerates will sink to the bottom of the bed.
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Figure 5.7: Effect of agglomerates distribution on the bed conductance evolution,
ALR=2%, sugar concentration =15%
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Figure 5.8: Effect of agglomerates location on the bed conductance, ALR=2%, sugar
concentration 15%
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5.3.4. Validation of the model
In order to validate the model, its results are compared with experimental measurements,
assuming segregation of the larger agglomerates, and using the bed conductivity and the
diffusion coefficient obtained in section 5.3.2. The agglomerates were classified in 5 categories,
da<1 mm, which includes the free moisture, 1mm<da<3mm, 3mm<da<7mm, 7mm<da<11mm
and da>11mm. Figure 5.9 shows that the agreement between predicted and measured evolutions
of the bed conductance was excellent.
Figure 5.9 also shows the predictions made when assuming, as Portoghese et al. (2008), only 2
categories: agglomerates smaller than 1 mm (including free moisture) and agglomerates larger
than 1 mm. Figure 5.9 clearly shows that this rough approximation is inadequate.
Good agreement between predicted and measured evolutions of the bed conductance was also
obtained for different atomization ALRs, as shown in Figure 5.10. It can be concluded that the
agglomerates properties affect the bed conductance evolution and could be inferred from
measurements of the bed conductance evolution during defluidization.
The initial bed conductance, at the start of the defluidization period, provides the free moisture in
the bed just before defluidization as explained above. Figure 5.11, 5.12 compare the bed
conductance and free moisture obtained from COMSOL with the one attained from
measurement.
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Figure 5.9: Effect of agglomerates property on the bed conductance, ALR=2%, 5
categories: 5 size cuts agglomerates properties, 2 categories: da> 11mm and free moisture
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Figure 5.10: Effect of ALR on the bed conductance, experimental and COMSOL
prediction, using 5 cuts of agglomerates properties form sugar experiments (D=7e-6 m2/s)
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Figure 5.11: Effect of ALR on the bed conductance comparing experimental with
COMSOL estimation, using 2 and 5 cuts of agglomerates properties from sugar
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Figure 5.12: Effect of ALR on the free moisture comparing experimental with COMSOL
estimation, using 2 and 5 cuts of agglomerates properties from sugar experiments
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5.3.5. Application to the effect of liquid viscosity
5.3.5.1. Effect of liquid viscosity on agglomeration
The purpose of this part of the study is to assess the effect of liquid viscosity on diffusion during
defluidization and drying. The agglomerates properties can be determined by removing all the
agglomerates from the bed, sieving them, weighing each cut and measuring its liquid to dry solid
ratio. Three different sugar solutions were tested:
15% sugar (4% Glucose, 11% Sucrose), 85% water
30% sugar (8% Glucose, 22% Sucrose), 70% water
60%% sugar (16% Glucose, 44% Sucrose), 40% water
Figure 5.13 shows the effect of liquid properties on the amount of agglomerates weight. This
figure shows that the amount of agglomerates in all size cuts smaller than 11 mm peaks for the
30% sugar concentration. For the agglomerates larger than 11 mm, on the other hand, the amount
steadily decreases with increasing sugar concentration.
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Figure 5.13: The amount of recovered agglomerates from the bed, ALR =2%
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Figure 5.14: Liquid to Solid ratio of each agglomerate, ALR =2%

The liquid to solid ratio within different agglomerates size cuts is presented in Figure 5.14. The
liquid to solid ratio for the agglomerates size cuts smaller than 11 mm drops reaches a minimum
for the 30% sugar solution. For the agglomerates larger than 11 mm, the liquid to solid ratio
increases with increasing sugar concentration. A comparison of Figures 5.13 and 5.14 suggests
an inverse correlation of the amount of agglomerates and their liquid to solid ratio.
Figure 5.15 shows how the fraction of injected liquid that goes to various agglomerate sizes
varies with sugar concentration.

Increasing the sugar concentration and, hence the liquid

viscosity has a detrimental effect by increase the proportion of the liquid that is trapped within
the largest agglomerates, for which heat and mass transfer limitations are exacerbated.
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Figure 5.15: Liquid fraction for different agglomerates, ALR =2%

5.3.5.2. Effect of liquid properties on bed conductance and diffusion coefficient
The evolution with time of the measured bed conductance is shown in Figure 5.16 for three
different sugar solutions. The bed conductance increases more slowly for the higher sugar
concentrations. This indicates that the liquid diffuses more slowly out of the agglomerates
formed with high viscosity liquid, as shown in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.18 shows how the bed conductance varied during refluidization. For the 15% sugar
concentration, it shows that after refluidization, the bed conductance is higher because there is
much water in agglomerates that are weaker and frangible. For this reason, the 15% sugar
concentration, takes longer to dry whereas agglomerates with a 60% sugar concentration dry
much more quickly.
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Figure 5.16: Effect of liquid properties on the bed conductance during defluidization, at
2% ALR with three different sugar concentrations
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Figure 5.17: Effect of viscosity on the diffusion coefficient
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Figure 5.18: Effect of sugar concentration on the drying at 2% ALR with three different
sugar concentrations

5.3.6. Application to electrodes configuration
First, the wall electrodes geometry is modeled considering two assumptions; agglomerates with
similar water concentrations are introduced in two locations: 5 cm and 50 cm above the gas
distributor. Figure 5.19 shows a relatively small difference between the bed conductances
predicted for these two cases, indicating that this electrode configuration is not very sensitive to
the agglomerates location.
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Second, the rod electrode geometry is applied (the detail provided in chapter 2). The bed
conductivity is obtained from the previous section, applying the wall electrodes.
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Figure 5.19: sensitivity of 5 electrodes to the agglomerate location in the small unit,
(L/S)free=0.05%, (L/S)a=0.31%, 6 agglomerates, da=5 mm
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Figure 5.20: sensitivity of rod electrode to the agglomerate location in the small unit,
(L/S)free=0.05%, (L/S)a=0.31%, 6 agglomerates, da=5 mm

Figure 5.20 shows that the geometry with a horizontal rod electrode is much more sensitive to
the agglomerates location, with the bed conductance greatly increasing as the agglomerates get
nearer the rod.
5.3.7. Application to scale up (Pie shaped unit)
In order to verify the free moisture obtained by direct sampling of solids from the bed and by the
bed conductance method, the pie shaped unit is simulated during defluidization by COMSOL.
The experimental apparatus and its results are presented in chapter 2. The sampling point pt.1 is
shown in the region which is 1 m above the conductivity probe (Figure 5.21).
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Figure 5.21: 2D geometry of pie shaped unit

In chapter 2, it has been found out that there is an excellent agreement between the sample free
moisture, extrapolated to the end of defluidization and the free moisture at the start of
defluidization rather than at the end of defluidization. It was predicted that, at the end of the
defluidization period, the free moisture has increased through diffusion of the moisture out of
micro-agglomerates. However, the free moisture is not as well distributed as at the start of the
defluidization period: the extra free moisture is concentrated around the micro-agglomerates, i.e.
around the rod electrode. Once the refluidization starts, there is good mixing and the samples are
reliable. This fact was examined by COMSOL and verified the sampling results.
On the other hand, agglomerates are not well mixed. There will therefore be a larger
concentration of wet agglomerates near the rod electrode at mid height than near the bed surface
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from which samples were taken. This conclusion is confirmed before by testing the TEB nozzle
in the pie shaped unit with two more premixers; V1 and V2 which is presented in chapter 2.
The COMSOL is used to model the bed conductance during defluidization by introducing free
moisture as an initial condition which is obtained from the calibration curve at the start of
defluidization. Sand is slightly different in pie shaped unit from the small bed; therefore bed
conductivity is obtained from its calibration curve and COMSOL using equation 5.11 to provide
the first guess of the conductivity. Since the experiments with rod electrode in small bed showed
that it provided an appropriate first estimation.
G=

2π σ L
2
⎡h
⎤
h ⎞
⎛
ln ⎢ + ⎜ ⎟ − 1⎥
⎢ 2a
⎥
⎝ 2a ⎠
⎣
⎦

[5.11]

In which, G is the bed conductance, σ is the bed conductivity, L is the rod electrode length, h is
the length between rod and opposite electrode which is bed wall sides and a is the radius of rod
electrode.
Some agglomerates are randomly placed close to the rod by assuming all have the same L/S
which is equal to subtraction of the total liquid to solid ratio from the free moisture divided by
the number of agglomerates. The Diffusion coefficient for water is obtained from the previous
section (D≈ 3e-5 m2/s).
Figure 5.22 shows how diffusion affects the L/S of solid around the rod electrode, but moving
from where agglomerates placed to the bed surface, the diffusion of water would be negligible.
This is because the diffusion phenomenon is usually slow and can affect small area around the
agglomerates where mostly located around the nozzle injection. Therefore, the water content of
solid which are taken from above the bed almost remains constant during defluidization and
shows similar value as the start of defluidization.
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Figure 5.22: Effect of diffusion on free moisture at two locations; close to rod and near the
sampling point, (L/S)free moisture=0.038%, (L/S)a=0.172%, 6 agglomerates, da=10mm

Considering the diffusion that takes place around the rod electrode, the water concentration
increases as the time proceeds. The result of COMSOL simulation shows that the water
concentration (L/S %) around the rod electrode reaches the value of 0.06 after 10 minutes (600 s)
of defluidization. This is in agreement with the result of conductance measurement showing
L/S=0.06% which is respect to the bed conductance at the end of defluidization.
5.4. Conclusions
A bed conductance model is implemented with COMSOL Multiphysics. The model considers
the diffusion of liquid from wet agglomerates. It was essential to consider different agglomerate
classes based on their size. The model gave predictions that were in very good agreement with
the measured bed conductance.
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The modeling results show that the spray quality can be defined by the evolution of bed
conductance during defluidization after completing liquid injection. The liquid progressively
diffuses out of the micro and macro agglomerates, steadily increasing the bed conductance.
The effect of liquid viscosity on agglomeration shows that a higher liquid viscosity results in
more stable agglomerates.
The model can be used to optimize the electrode geometry so that it is less sensitive to a nonuniform distribution of wet agglomerates. In particular, it was used to better understand the
results obtained with a very large fluidized bed equipped with a central, horizontal rod electrode.

Notation
a

radius of rod electrode

A

effective cross sectional area of electrode, m2

ALR

mass ratio of the atomization gas flowrate to liquid flowrate, %

c

water concentration, mol/m3

D

diffusion coefficient, m2/s

da

agglomerate sieve diameter, m

G

electrical bed conductance, S

H

length between rod and opposite electrode

I

current, A

J

current density, A/m2

l

length between two electrodes

L

rod electrode length
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(L/S)a

liquid to dry solid mass ratio in the agglomerates, %

(L/S)b

liquid to dry solid mass ratio in the whole bed, %

(L/S)total

liquid-to-solid weight ratio in the entire bed, wt %

MLa

mass of liquid in each agglomerates, Kg

Msa

mass of liquid in agglomerate, Kg

Msfree

mass of wet solids outside of the agglomerates

Na

number of agglomerates

t

time, s

Vg

superficial gas velocity, cm/s

V

voltage

Vref

reference Voltage

xa

fraction of liquid in agglomerates, %

Greek letters
ρ

bed density, kg/m3

ρs

solid density, (kg/m3)

ρl

liquid density (kg/m3)

σ

bed conductivity, S/m
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter presents the most important results and observations which are obtained from the
experiments performed and reported in the thesis. Recommendations for further research are also
provided.
6.1 Conclusions
This work focused on liquid dispersion in a gas–solid fluidized beds to simulate and characterize
its quality, which has major impact on important industrial processes such as Fluid Coking,
where reducing agglomerate formation results in a higher yield of valuable products and prevents
unscheduled shutdowns. The objective of this study is to develop, evaluate and apply various
experimental tools to measure the various types of moisture in fluidized beds: i) free moisture,
or liquid coating individual particles; (ii) micro-agglomerates, which are fluidized; and (iii)
macro-agglomerates, which are too large to remain fluidized and, consequently, settle to the
bottom of the bed.
These tools can be applied to evaluate the performance of liquid spray nozzles in fluidized beds.
Among all the methods that were investigated to measure how a liquid injected into a fluidized
bed is distributed on the fluidized particles, the methods based on the in-situ measurements of the
bed conductance were the most convenient and accurate to determine the free moisture.
The size and liquid content of the wet agglomerates that are formed when a liquid is injected in a
fluidized bed can be determined with a method that is only suitable for small beds. A sugar
solution, which acts as a binder, is injected into a fluidized bed, and the bed is defluidized to
preserve the initial agglomerates until the entire bed dries out. The agglomerates are collected,
sorted in different size cuts and their initial liquid content is estimated from their sugar
concentration.
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The conductance in the upper region of the bed provides an accurate measurement of the free
moisture in both small and large fluidized beds. While plate wall electrodes provide the most
accurate results, both measurements and modeling show how a rod electrode geometry, which is
more practical for large beds, can be used to provide reliable estimates of the free moisture. The
rod electrode is applied in a large fluidized bed with commercial-scale spray nozzles to
determine the best nozzle premixer and the best nozzle type.
Increasing the atomization gas flowrate helps break down the agglomerates and also produces
drier and weaker agglomerates that break down more easily. Larger agglomerates are weaker and
only the stronger, wetter ones survive.
Intensifying the bed turbulence by increasing the fluidization velocity has a remarkable impact
on the amount of agglomerates and particularly of macro-agglomerates. Doubling the gas
velocity reduces the amount of agglomerates that are larger than 11mm by over 50%. This
finding was verified with two methods: online bed conductance measurements and sampling of
the bed solids.
A model is developed for predicting the bed conductance. The properties of collected
agglomerates are considered as the initial and boundary conditions to solve the mass transfer,
diffusion and Laplace equations. The model is fully validated with experimental data.

The

modeling results show that the spray quality can be defined by the evolution of the bed
conductance during defluidization subsequent to the liquid injection. The liquid progressively
diffuses out of the micro- and macro-agglomerates, steadily increasing the bed conductance. The
model can be used to optimize the electrode geometry so that it is less sensitive to a non-uniform
distribution of wet agglomerates. In particular, it is used to understand the results obtained with
a very large fluidized bed equipped with a central, horizontal rod electrode.

6.2. Recommendations
1. The rod electrode measures the bed conductance locally and can detect the agglomerates and
moisture which are relatively close to the electrode location. Therefore the macro-agglomerates
that sink to the bottom of bed cannot be detected although they contain a major proportion of the
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injected liquid. Multiple wall electrodes are therefore suggested for the large fluidized bed, so
that all agglomerates can be detected from the evolution of the local bed conductance in the
defluidized bed, subsequent to the liquid injection.
3. The nozzles used to inject the liquid into the fluidized bed has an important role in defining
the agglomerates properties. The effect of different nozzle premixers on the agglomeration can
be evaluated by injecting the liquid binder such as sugar solution into the fluidized bed. The
agglomerates properties such as size and their stability could be determined by measuring the
liquid content.
4. The effect of particle properties on the agglomerates formation and their survival in a fluidized
bed can be assessed by changing the fluidized particles.
5. It may be possible to determine the properties of the agglomerates and their stability from the
bed conductance evolution in the defluidized bed. This would use the model developed in this
study and require some simplifying assumptions about the agglomerates size distribution and the
variation with agglomerate size of the agglomerate liquid content.
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Appendix A
A Review of Mass Transfer in Fluidized Bed Drying

A.1. Introduction
Fluidized bed drying has become a well accepted drying technology, particularly in the food and
pharmaceutical industries due to the advantages of fluidization which enhances heat and mass
transfer rates between the gas phase and the particles and decrease the overall drying time due to
the typical good mixing that can be easily achieved.
A review of the latest research work on mass transfer phenomena applied to fluidized bed drying
is presented. First, the fundamental theories of the drying process are introduced, and then
different models are proposed in order to simulate the drying kinetics. Mass transfer coefficients
are defined for different applications by applying non dimensional Reynolds and Schmidt
numbers. Finally the influence of operating parameters on drying kinetics and mass transfer is
investigated.
A.2. Fundamental theories of drying
In order to carry out a fully comprehensive study of the drying process in fluidized beds, it is
essential to take a brief look at the basic concepts characterizing the drying kinetics and its
stages. The detail information on the concepts and fundamental theories of the drying process
has been discussed by Keey et al. (1972).
A.2.1. Sorption isotherm
The equilibrium relationship between the averaged moisture content, u, of the material (kg
moisture/ kg dry solid) and the sorption isotherm is defined as the relative humidity (RH) of the
air at a given temperature by Coumans et al. (1999).
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A.2.2. Mollier chart
Mollier charts, which are basically enthalpy-humidity diagrams at a given total pressure, also
defined as (T-Y) diagrams, where Y is the moisture content, are used to find out different state of
air at unsaturated, saturated and oversaturated conditions (Coumans et al., 1999) .

A.2.3. Drying curve
The drying curve is described in three stages; rising rate period (RRP), constant rate period
(CRP), and falling rate period, (FRP) (Cooper et al., 1961 and Coumans et al., 1999).
A.2.3.1. Rising rate period (RRP)
At the beginning of the process, which is called “rising rate period”, the material heats up. In this
first stage, the drying rate increases sharply as well as temperature.
A.2.3.2. Constant rate period (CRP)
The second stage, which corresponds to the process of evaporation of surface water, is called
“constant rate period”; both temperature and drying rate remain constant. In the constant rate
period (CRP), the external conditions are controlling the drying process and the flux is changing
linearly by varying the mass transfer coefficient. In this period, the moisture concentration is
affected by drying rate, initial moisture content and initial drying rate.
A.2.3.3. Falling rate period (FRP)
The third stage is the “falling rate period”, which corresponds to the phase of the process when
the drying rate decreases as the material dries out. In this period, the internal diffusion is
controlling the process, so by increasing the mass transfer coefficient the internal moisture
decreases. The drying rate starts decreasing as the material starts drying and interface
temperature starts increasing.
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A.2.3.4. Normalized drying curve
Due to the fact that the drying rate and drying flux are dependent on the initial conditions, in
order to avoid any mistakes in the comparison of efficiencies and results, normalization has been
typically applied in such studies.
The normalization method is used to get rid of all particle side influences by introducing

a

single unique particle drying curve. The normalized drying rate is shown by ν(η) as a function of

η, which is the normalized moisture content (Tsotsas et al., 1994).

ν = msp / msp ,1

η=

[A.1]

( X − X eq )
( X cr − X eq )

[A.2]

Tsotsas et al., (1994) assessed drying in a batch fluidized bed dryer by considering the particle gas mass transfer and applying the normalization method based on the concept of normalized
single drying curve.
Groenewold et al., (1997) used the normalized drying curve for a single particle to describe the
kinetics parameters inside the particles which were first introduced by van Meel et al., (1958).
Application of a generalized drying curve for determination of process kinetics was explained by
Ciesielczyk et al., (2004). Ciesielczyk et al., (2004) and Tsotsas et al., (1997) established the
relationship between the drying rate in the falling drying rate period and the drying rate in the
constant drying rate period by introducing a relative drying coefficient.

k=

1
X cr − X r

[A.3]

The limitation of the normalized drying curve can be explained by the dependency of the critical
moisture on the drying rate.
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A.3. Drying kinetics

There are numerous models that have been presented to explain the behaviour of the fluidized
bed drying kinetics predicting both the heat and mass transfer coefficients. It should be noted that
these models are limited by simplified assumptions. The modeling includes internal diffusion,
external mass transfer and integrated approach.

A.3.1. Internal Diffusion
A.3.1.1. The study of Reyes

Drying kinetic studies have been carried out by Reyes et al., (2004) to determine the mass and
heat transfer parameters and the resulting experimental data were compared with three models
based on Fick’s law, i.e. the constant diffusivity model, the simplified variable diffusivity model,
and the modified quasi-stationary model. In order to determine the moisture diffusion
parameters, Fick’s law has been applied and the equation A.4 was solved using the three
aforementioned models.

∂X
= ∇(Deff ∇X )
∂θ

[A.4]

A.3.1.1.1. Constant diffusivity model, (CDM)

The first model, the constant diffusivity model, (CDM) there is an assumption considering that
the effective diffusivity stays constant and never changes over the drying process. They assume
that the mass transfer coefficient in the fluidized bed is high so that the external resistance can be
neglected.
The following boundary conditions are taken into account by Reyes et al., (2004) for spherical
particles.
CI :
CB1 :
CB 2 :

X = X 0 θ = 0 ∀r 〉 R
∂X
= 0 r = 0 ∀θ 〉 0
∂r
X = X ∗ r = R ∀θ 〉 0
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And the dimensionless moisture content formula is described as a function of effective
diffusivity:

ψ (θ ) =

∞
⎛
1
X − X∗
2 Deff θ ⎞
⎟
=
6
exp⎜⎜ − (nπ )
∑
2 2
∗
R 2 ⎟⎠
X0 − X
n =1 π n
⎝

[A.5]

A.3.1.1.2. Simplified variable diffusivity model (SVDM)

The second model, simplified variable diffusivity model (SVDM), the time evolution of
parameters are considered by Reyes et al., (2004).
∂X Deff (θ ) ∂ ⎛ 2 ∂X ⎞
=
⎜r
⎟
∂θ
r 2 ∂r ⎝ ∂r ⎠

[A.6]

And the dimensionless moisture content was expressed as below:
2
∞
X − X∗
1 ⎛⎜ ⎛ nπ ⎞ θ Deff θ ⎞⎟
= 6∑ 2 2 − ⎜
⎟ ∫0
⎜
X0 − X ∗
R 2 ⎟⎠
n =1 π n ⎝ ⎝ R ⎠

[A.7]

Then time-variable diffusivity, f (θ) was defined by Fourier number Fo to solve the equation A.7.

f (θ ) = (1 + Fo )

b

[A.8]

A.3.1.1.3. A quasi-stationary model

Reyes et al., (2004) presented the third model, i.e. a modified quasi-stationary model. It has been
found that this model works sufficiently well for materials whose drying curves follow the
falling rate period. The drying kinetics equation is given below:

ψ (θ F ) =

X (θ F ) − X ∗
1
=
∗
Xc − X
1 + (θ F / σ ) n

[A.9]

Kudra et al., (2003) validated the modified quasi-stationary model by using different materials
such as sliced celery, cranberry, diced carrot, wheat and polystyrene granules dried in four types
of dryers: pulsed fluid bed dryer, fluid bed dryer with a mixer, spouted bed dryer with a draft
tube, and vortex dryer. n and σ have been defined by Kudra et al., (2003) from experimental
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kinetic data. It should be noted that this method is applicable to all dryers and materials when the
internal resistance governs the mass transfer (Kudra et al., 2003)
A.3.1.1.4. Summary and discussion of Reyes’s models

The analysis of results shows that the best fitting of experimental data is achieved when the third
model, the modified quasi-stationary model, is used. The largest standard deviation was obtained
using the first model, i.e. the constant diffusivity model.
The resulting curves for three models are shown in the work by Reyes et al., (2004) and tables
present the parameter Deff, D0 and σ, where D0 represents the diffusivity at time zero and related
to the maximum value of Deff, which reduce as the drying proceeds.
It is concluded that the Deff/R2 value in the CDM is lower than D0/R2, since the first one
corresponds to a mean value (Reyes et al., 2004).
The Arrhenius-type relationship was used to explain the effect of temperature on diffusivity for
the constant diffusivity model (CDM) and the simplified variable diffusivity model (SVDM).
Deff ⎛ D0∗ ⎞
⎛ E ⎞
⎟ exp⎜ − 0 ⎟
= ⎜⎜
⎟
R2
⎝ RT ⎠
⎝ R2 ⎠

[A.10]

The results indicate that, by increasing the initial moisture content (X0), the parameters of CDM
and SVDM decline. The main reason is the formation of agglomerates which offer a resistance to
mass transfer. Figure A.4 shows how the diffusivity varies with X0.
In the modified quasi-stationary model, Reyes et al., (2004) found a linear relationship between
the characteristic times (σ) and temperature. It is investigated that as the temperature increases,
the σ decreases.
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A.3.1.2. The study of van Ballegooijen

Some granular materials are diffusion limited inside the particle, such as food and bioproducts
like grain and rice. van Ballegooijen, et al., (1997) proposed an improved model of the drying
process particularly for the materials with diffusion limited drying behavior.

In order to

demonstrate the results and comparing to the actual data, silicagel was chosen for the
experiments in the laboratory. In the analysis, the mass transfer coefficient was estimated based
on the correlation given by Dwivedi et al., (1977) and the results of Dengler and Krückels et al.,
(1970), and the desorption isotherm of silicagel was used. Van der Zanden et al., (1997)
demonstrated that the results can be applied in this study.
∂C
∂C ⎤
1 ∂ ⎡
= 2 . ⎢r 2 . D.
∂t r ∂r ⎣
∂r ⎥⎦

k=

(0.765 Re

[A.11]

+ 0.365 Re −0.386 )ν
ε Sc 2 / 3

−0.82

[A.12]

Van Ballegooijen et al., (1997) observed that, although the calculation for estimating the drying
time of the silicagel shows a higher value, it dries much faster in the experiment. Then the new
diffusion coefficient, which was 10 times greater, was added to modify the model. By applying
the new coefficient, the results obtained with the resulting equations are in good agreement with
the experimental results.
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A.3.1.3. The study of Hajidavaloo

Hajidavaloo et al., (1999) proposed a mathematical model for heat and mass transfer in fluidized
bed drying of large particles. He demonstrated that, for the large particles, the best model is
based on internal diffusion. In this work, temperature and moisture distribution gradients were
considered inside the particles. The model assumes that the moisture diffuses in the liquid phase
to the surface of particles where the evaporation takes place. Then the mass transfer coefficient
between the bubble phase and interstitial gas is derived.
⎛D ε u ⎞
K ib = 6.77⎜⎜ v mf3 br ⎟⎟
db
⎠
⎝

0.5

[A.13]

The main feature of his work is that the equation was derived without using any adjustable
parameters and considering the more realistic bubble properties changes along the bed height
than the theory of constant averaged bubble size. The bubbles size variation is given as a
function of bed height as follows:
d b = 0.54(u − u mf

) (H
0.4

f

+ 4 A0

)

0.8

g −0.2

[A.14]

The model was validated by using wheat as a material for the experimental investigation which
belongs to the Group D of the Geldart classification.
A.3.1.4. Recent studies

Diffusion has been shown as playing the main role particularly in the case of agro-food products
which show no constant rate period in their drying curve. To demonstrate this fact, mass transfer
between gas and potato cubes in a batch fluidized bed was studied. The equation A.15 was used
to describe the diffusivity. Hatamipour et al., (2007) demonstrated that there is a relationship
between the moisture diffusivity, moisture content and temperature.
⎛ − 31580 ⎞
D = 7.18 . 10 −5 exp ⎜
⎟ exp [(− 0.0025T + 1.22 )X ]
⎝ RT ⎠
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[A.15]

The overall mass transfer coefficient was predicted by applying the equation obtained from
simultaneous heat and mass transfer (Equation A.16).

(

)

ht
⎛ Sc ⎞
= C pdg + X a C pw ⎜ ⎟
ky
⎝ Pr ⎠

0.56

[A.16]

The drying rates of yeast were calculated by applying the Fick’s law to model molecular
diffusivity of vapour within the porous medium (Debaste et al., 2008). The first prediction was a
failure, because only the external mass transfer was taken into account in the modeling. On the
contrary, a good agreement was observed when the diffusion model was considered by applying
the effective diffusivity. The following formula shows the effective diffusivity as a function of
molecular diffusion and porosity and tortuosity by Debaste et al., (2008).
Deff = ε

D

τ

[A.17]

Then the internal mass transfer was predicted as a function of x, the average water content in the
whole solid.

⎛
⎞
⎜
Deff ⎜ 1 ⎟⎟
ki =
R ⎜ R
⎟
−1⎟
⎜
⎝ Ri
⎠

[A.18]

x − xres
R
=3 c
Ri
x − xres

[A.19]

R shows the radius of spherical particle, and Ri represents the humid core radius, describing that
the volume core of sphere (4πR3/3) is proportional to the x-xres, in which the average of solid
water content at time t, and residual solid water content at the end of drying.
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A.3.2. External mass transfer
A.3.2.1. Mass Transfer in the CRP of fluidized bed drying

The mass transfer equations were summarized by Ciesielczyk et al., (1992) and given in table
A.1 for the constant drying rate region, for situations when it is believed that the external mass
transfercontrols the drying process.
The concept of bubbling model was used by Ciesielczyk, et al., (1996, 2004 and 2005) to obtain
a generalized drying curve. Eventually Ciesielczyk et al., (2006) proposed a new method for the
calculation of the inter-phase mass transfer coefficient in the constant rate period of fluidized bed
drying, based on the bubbling bed model of Kunii and Levenspiel. In this work it was assumed
that the external mass transfer occurs since the total heat is utilized for the evaporation and
evaporation takes place on the surface. The temperature was assumed to be constant and equal to
the wet bulb temperature. He applied the concept of generalized drying curve considering that
the drying rate in the falling drying rate period is connected with the drying rate in the constant
drying rate period by a relative drying coefficient. The other assumption is the constant size of
particles.

.

⎤
d s2
δ ⎡
∗
Sh =
. ⎢γb. Sh +
. K be ⎥
1 − εf ⎣
6 Dφ
⎦

δ=

[A.20]

u0 − umf
ub

[A.21]

ub = u0 − u mf + 0.711( gd b ) 0.5

[A.22]

(1 − ε ) = (1 − ε )(1 − δ )

[A.23]

f

mf

ε mf = Ar −0.21 (18 Re + 0.36 Re 2 )

0.21

[A.24]

1/ 2

Sh∗ = 2 + 0.6 Sc1/ 3 . Re∗

[A.25]
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Re∗ =

Ar
18 + 0.6 Ar

Kbe = 4.5.

⎛ D 1 / 2 .g 1 / 4
+ 5.85 ⎜⎜
5/ 4
db
⎝ db

u mf

[A.26]
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

[A.27]

Table A.1: The correlation equations for the gas-solid mass transfer coefficient in the
constant rate period of fluidized bed drying (adapted from Ciesielczyk et al., 1992)

No

Author

Using range

1

KETTERING

9 ˂ Re ˂ 50

2

Equation
Sh = 0.018Re1.3

Re/(1-ε) ˂ 30

Sh = 5.7Re0.22(1-ε)0.78Sc0.33

Re/(1-ε) ˂ 30

Sh = 1.77Re0.56(1-ε)0.78Sc0.33

CHU

3

RICHARDSON

Re ˂ 15

Sh = 0.374Re1.18

4

MLODZINSKI

5 ˂ Re ˂ 30

Sh =0.039Re1.17

5

HEERTJES

6 ˂ Re ˂ 70

Sh = C.Re0.97Fr-0.49Sc0.33[ds/Dt]
Sh=0.0117Re0.8Sc0.33Ar0.229

6

KMIEC

10 ˂ Re ˂ 210
tg[γ/2]-0.961[H0/d]-1.446[d0/d]1.036φ1.992
Sh = [Re/ε]0.5Sc0.33

7

GELEPERIN

8

RICETTI

10˂Re/(1-ε)˂ 5000

9

DAVIDSON

50 ˂ Re ˂ 2000

10

CIESIELCZYK

5 ˂ Re ˂ 60

Sh = ReSc0.33/ Re0.4(1-ε)0.4-1.5
Sh = (0.6+0.1)Re0.57Sc0.33
Sh = 5.3610-2Re0.993Ar0.138(H0/ds)-0.95φ1.22
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A.3.2.2. Lumped model

The lumped model was used by many researchers such Arai et al., (1980), Hoebink and Rietema
et al., (1980a), Kerkhof et al., (1994) Joulie, Barkat & Rios et al., (1997) to model the heat and
mass transfer between the gas and particles.
Wang et al., (2000) developed a model for batch fluidized bed drying and simulated the
processes with lumped gas pressure model, lumped temperature model individually and one for
both lumped gas pressure and temperature model simultaneously. The numerical equations
solved based on the physical properties of apple material. The lumped pressure model was
introduced by setting c2 and c3 equal to zero in equation A.28 and lumped temperature model by
having infinity large thermal conductivity.
c1

∂Pg
∂r

= c2

∂S
∂T
+ c3
∂r
∂r

[A.28]

The results indicated that the lumped temperature model does not apply to fluidized bed drying
particularly for the second falling period as it showed large deviations.
For the lumped pressure model, there is no difference between lumped and experimental results
based on distributed pressure, which means that the gas pressure has a little impact on water
transport of capillary flow and gas convection

A.3.2.3. Model discrimination (Model M1, M2 M3, and M4)

The discrimination model was introduced by Tsotsas et al., (1994) to predict the drying curve
and generate different versions or applications of the heterogeneous fluid bed model. The
advantage of this model is that it discriminated among different models by using simplifying
model assumptions and assessed its impact on the value of the Sherwood number.
The drying rate in the first drying period was anticipated by experimenting sublimation or porous
particle with a wet surface (Kunii et al., 1969). In this kind of process, the temperature is
constant during the drying period. Tsotsas et al., (1994) tried to extend this traditional technique
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into a second drying period. The aluminum silicate with water applied to demonstrate the new
method. Several models such as M1, M2, M3 and M4 have been introduced by Tsotsas et al.,
(1994) to predict the drying curve.
Model M1 is the traditional homogenous model based on sublimation without bypass and with
plug flow of gas. The Sherwood number has been calculated at Re=64, (Shg=17.9) which
corresponds to a number of transfer units NTU equal to 26.5. The results depicted that the
Sherwood number is considerably overestimated in contrast to the experimental observation.
Model M2 is based on the inactive bypass which means the bubbles are crossing the bed without
picking up any moisture, and plug flow in the suspension. The Shg is equal to 17.9 and NTU = 0.
The perfect agreement is achieved for the first drying period based on this model, but still huge
differences can be seen between model and experimental data for the drying rate at low values of
the solids moisture.
Model M3 includes the plug flow in the suspension and the heterogeneous fluid by adjusting the
Sherwood number. This generic model contains different variables which enable to distinguish
between the bubble phase and the suspension to determine different models and investigate their
impacts on the Sherwood number. This model would neglect bubbles by bypass ratio (ν=0),
which is used for describing the traditional method. Results are in agreement with this model just
for the (Shg=2) considering the bypassing is applied.
Axial dispersion and ideal back mixing concept are accounted for the Model M4. Different
versions of Model M4 were made at two different correlation factor for bypass flow ratio υr = 0
(M4a, b) or υr = 0.25 (M4c, d) at Sherwood numbers varying between 2.0 and 17.9 The result
shows an agreement between the model and experiment, either in the region with small amount
of moisture content or for large amount of moisture content.
The result indicates that the Sherwood number for the particle to fluid mass transfer is lower than
the single particle and also packed bed at incipient fluidization. The other finding of this
investigation is that both bypassing due to bubbles and axial dispersion cannot explain the fluid
bed mass transfer phenomena. All the phenomena taking place outside the particle can be
simulated by the means of a heterogeneous fluid model.
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A.3.2.4. The study of Groenewold

Groenewold et al., (1997) introduced a few changes to the work of Tsotsas et al., (1994), which
was based on a batch fluidized dryer, to obtain a reliable model by setting the bypass ratio using
more reliable values by considering a calculation which assigns all excess gas to the bubbles.
The bypass ratio ν is the volume flow rate through the bubbles related to the total flow rate.

ν =νr

U 0 − U mf

[A.29]

U mf

The main features of this model are the subdivision of the bed into two phases including a
particle free phase and a suspension phase, plug flow in the bubbles and in the suspension phase,
as well and back mixing of particles.
Then the Sherwood number is derived based on the number of transfer units as follows:
NTU g =

Shg Av L
Re 0 Sc

[A.30]

A.3.2.5. The study of Burgschweiger

Another normalization concept was developed by Burgschweiger et al., (1999) which integrated
both intra particle drying kinetics and sorption equilibrium. Ideal particle back mixing and gas
plug flow are the main assumptions used for this model. The same mean values of temperature
and moisture content were considered for every single particle, which means the particles are
ideally mixed and diffusion is not taken into account. The advantage of this model is that it can
be applied for one single particle as well as fluid bed based on one single drying curve.
A.3.2.6. Recent studies

The first part of the study of Debaste et al., (2008) was focused on mass transfer modeling in the
first period of the drying curve, i.e. the constant drying rate period. It was assumed that the
external transfer controls the drying mechanism. On the other hand, it assumes that the water
content is uniform. The equation A.31 was applied for the mass transfer rate in the constant
drying region. Debaste et al., (2008) used yeast to validate the model prediction. Results were in
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a good agreement with the model, proving that the external mass transfer is controlling the
constant drying rate period.
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
p sat (T )
p
y
⎜
⎟M
j = ka
−
⎜ RT
⎟ w
M
Rg T
w
g
+
y
⎜
⎟
Ma
⎝
⎠

[A.31]

A.3.3. Integrated model

Some studies have evidenced that only diffusion is controlling the drying mechanism and neglect
the existence of a constant drying rate period. In order to investigate whether the mass transfer
mechanism is a matter of internal or external diffusion, drying of mate leaves was studied by
Zanoelo et al., (2007). For this investigation, two procedures including internal diffusion and
external mass transfer through convection was used. The experimental results demonstrated that
both internal diffusion and external convection influence the drying of mate leaves. The Biot
number was estimated between zeros to 100 by using equation A.32. The Lewis model originally
considered only the external resistance due to Newton law, but the use of an effective coefficient
modified this model to include also internal diffusion. By applying the effective coefficient in the
Lewis model, the results show a better agreement because both procedures of internal and
external mass transfer are taken into account rather than using purely diffusion model.
⎛ δ ⎞ ⎡ k m (1 − ε ) ⎤ ⎛ δ ⎞
⎟⎟ = ⎢
Bi = k c ⎜⎜
⎥ ⎜⎜ D ⎟⎟
a
⎦ ⎝ sw ⎠
⎝ Dsw ⎠ ⎣

[A.32]

A.4. Sherwood number correlations

Many works have been conducted to obtain a correlation between mass transfer coefficient and
common dimensionless parameters such as Reynolds and Schmidt. Modeling and experimental
results have the main role in defining these relationships, although there is always some
deviation between modeling results and experimental data.
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A.4.1. Correlation for the agglomerates

Jose et al., (2007) introduced the mass transfer of agglomerates (solid phase) and the gas phase
by introducing equations A.33 and A.34. In this study, agglomerates of nano_powders Aerosil
200 and Aerosil 90 were chosen and moisturized by nitrogen gas which contains constant
moisture.
2
2
Sh = 2 + Shlam
+ Shturb

[A.33]

where the laminar and turbulent Sherwood numbers are defined based on the work by Bird et al.,
(2002):
Shlam = 0.664 3 Sc Re t

[A.34]
Shturb ≈ 0

[A.35]

A.4.2. Mass Transfer correlation in different application
A.4.2.1. Vacuum fluidized bed drying

Only a few publications on fluidized bed drying under vacuum conditions are available (Fuchs et
al., 1992).
Kozanoglu et al., (2001) calculated the mass transfer coefficient in a vacuum fluidized bed
drying operation (absolute pressures ranging between 10 and 50 kPa), comparing the
experimental results of Arnaldos et al., (1998) with a recently developed model. To verify and
compare the model with experimental data, two materials were chosen, i.e. silicagel (dp = 975
μm; 1600 μm; ρp=1650 kg/m3; φ=0.7) millet (dp =1800 μm; ρp =1600 kg/m3; φ=0.9).
In order to model the heat and mass transfer, perfect mixing was assumed for both gas and solid
phase in both constant drying rate period and falling drying rate period. The results show that
there is a good agreement between experimental data and those predicted by equation 1.36 to
describe the mass transfer coefficient in the constant drying rate period, (Kozanoglu et al., 2001).
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Sh = 5882 Re 3p.07 Kn 2p.94

[A.36]

According to this equation as the pressure decreases, the Sherwood number increases, which
shows the greater importance of the Knudsen number in this analysis than the Schmidt number.
Generally speaking, operating under vacuum condition hinders the Sherwood number, since the
diffusion coefficient of the gas increases, but Ranz et al., (1952) proposed an equation which
gave higher value of Sherwood numbers.
The experimental values of Sherwood numbers with different models by different authors are
compared. It should be noted that none of the proposed models accurately match the
experimental data.
A.4.2.2. Batch fluidized-bed drying

Fyhr et al., (1999) proposed a new method to explain the drying behavior for both batch and
continuous fluidized beds by dividing the bed into N layers and assuming gas plug flow.
The heat and mass transfer coefficients were calculated based on the Chilton-Colburn J-factor
analogy. First, the model was developed for the fixed bed, and then the concept of fluidized bed
was modeled by estimating the vertical mixing time to show the possible changes in the particle
positions in the bed according to the well mixed assumption.
Experiments were performed with two materials, i.e. zeolite and corn, to verify the model and
the results were shown to be in good agreement with the model.
A.4.2.3 Continuous fluid bed drying

The modeling of continuous fluidized bed drying has been studied by Burgschweiger et al.,
(2002) by taking into account both steady state and dynamic conditions.
A combined kinetic parameter for both the gas and the particle-side mass transfer was obtained
by Liedy and Hilligardt et al., (1991) using batch drying curve. This is the main weak point of
their approach (Burgschweiger et al., 2002).
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Distinction between a particle-free bubble phase and a suspension phase is one of the main
feature of their work. The interesting point is that the model can be applied for both continuous
steady state and dynamic operations. To demonstrate the validity of the model, the water- moist
γAl2O3 with an average particle diameter 1.8 mm was used.
The model applies some known parameters, specifically the mass and heat transfer coefficient
between suspension gas and bubbles, βsb, αsb from the work done by Groenewold et al., 1997.
Sh ps =

A ps
Fbed

Re 0 Sc ⎛ Sh A ps / f bed
ln⎜1 +
A ps / Fbed ⎜⎝
Re 0 Sc

= 6 (1 − ψ )

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

[A.37]

Lbed
dp

[A.38]

Aps =

6M p
d pρp

[A.39]

Where Sh is the single particle Sherwood number, Aps the total particle surface area, Mp hold up
and Shps the particle-suspension Sherwood number which is transformed by the single particle
Sherwood by introducing back mixing beside other rules such as mass transfer and momentum.
A.5. Influence of different parameters on drying kinetics or mass transfer
A.5.1. Influence of shape

Senadeera et al., (2003) studied the influence of shape on drying kinetics by taking samples of
different geometries (slabs, cylinder and sphere) from some vegetables, such as green beans
(length: diameter =1:1, 2:1 and 3:1), potatoes (aspect ratio =1:1, 2:1 and 3:1), and peas, at three
different drying temperatures of 30, 40 and 50 °C (RH =15%).
The results of experiments and mass transfer models showed that the diffusion coefficient was
least affected by the size when the mass transfer was considered three dimensional and the
diffusivity and drying constant decrease as the L: D ratio increases.
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A.5.2. Influence of drying temperature

Senadeera et al., (2003) also investigated the effect of temperature on the drying kinetics in the
falling rate period. The results indicated that the diffusivity Deff and drying constant k are
strongly affected by the temperature by applying the Arrhenius-type of equation. For all three
given materials, k and Deff increases with increase in drying temperature.
The other work was carried out by (Reyes et al., 2002) indicating that there is correlation
between Deff and temperature which incorporates the effect of air velocity and moisture content
of solid to the Arrhenius-type model. The results of this model show the least deviation between
experimental results and the model comparing the simple Arrhenius-type model.

A.5.3. Influence of other drying condition

Syahrul et al., (2002) and Hideo et al., (2007) developed the energy and exergy models of
fluidized beds to investigate the effects of mass transfer parameters on the efficiency of the beds.
Both energy and exergy efficiencies decrease sharply with decreasing the moisture content.
Drying time decreases by increasing the air velocity but Mulet et al., (1987) illustrated that there
is a limitation for the increasing of air velocity and, after a given flow rate, no further influence
on drying rate is observed.
A.6. Conclusions

In this paper, mass transfer in fluidized bed drying has been reviewed. The main advantage of
this process is the enhancement of the mass transfer coefficient with respect to that observed in
fixed beds, which leads to decrease the drying time and is desirable particularly in the
pharmaceutical and food industries. Drying curve and sorption isotherms are the main tools to
analyze the drying processes. Numerous mathematical models have been proposed with different
simplifying assumptions. Due to the complexity of the drying mechanism, the models cannot be
universally applicable and a discrepancy between proposed models and experimental results is
always observed, which often cannot be explained. Most studies evidenced that the external mass
transfer is playing the main role in the constant drying rate period, while this assumption fails for
the falling drying rate period. Recent studies show that combined mechanism including diffusion
and convection are important for simulation of drying of some materials.
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Nomenclature

a

ratio between the total surface area of mass and heat transfer and bed volume (m2/m3)

A

particle surface area per unit bed volume, m2/m3

A0

distributor area per orifice

b

Parameter of diffusivity variable model

C

water concentration in the panicle (kg/m3)

ci

coefficients of pressure distribution equations, (i=1,2,3)

Cpdg

specific heat of dry gas (J kg–1 K–1)

Cpw

specific heat of water (J kg–1 K–1)

D

Diffusivity (m2/s)

D0

Initial effective diffusivity coefficient (m2/s)

D0*

Parameter of Arrhenius equations (m2/s)

db

particle diameter (m)

db0

Initial diameter of a bubble (m)

ds

Particle diameter (m)

dbM

Maximum diameter of a bubble (m)

Deff

Effective diffusivity (m2/s)

Dv

volumetric diffusivity

Dsw

diffusivity of water in dry shoots of Camellia sinensis (m2 s−1)

Εο

activation energy for moisture diffusion (kJ/kg mol K)
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Fo

Fourier number, D0θ/R2

g

Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)

H

Height of the fluidized bed (m)

Hf

bed height after fluidization (m)

ht

total heat transfer coefficient (Wm–2 K–1)

K

relative drying coefficient

Kbe

Bubble to emulsion mass transfer coefficient (s-1)

Kib

mass transfer coefficient of gas and bubbles

km

modified mass transfer coefficient, (s−1)

Knp

Knudsen number of the particle,λ/dp

ky

mass transfer coefficient Mean mass transfer coefficient (kg m–2 s–1)

L

bed height

mB

Mass flow of dry air (kg / s)

mS

Mass of dry solids (kg)

msp

the actual drying rate of a single particle

msp, 1 constant drying rate for a single particle
n

dimensionless factor to show gas flow convection

N

Drying rate (kg/ kg. s)

Pg

gas pressure, Pa

r

space axis, m
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R

ideal gas constant (kJ/kg mol)

Re

Reynolds number (Re=udpρg /μg)

Sc

Schmidt number (Sc=μ g /ρgD)

Sh

Sherwood number (Sh=αmdp/D)

t

time (s)

T

Temperature (K)

u

superficial gas velocity

ubr

bubble relative velocity

umf

minimum fluidization gas velocity (m/ s)

U0

superficial gas vclociry, m/s

X

Moisture content (dry basis) of solid, (kg /kg)

X*

Solid moisture content, function of time and position, (kg/kg)

X0

Initial moisture content (dry basis), (kg/kg)

Xcr

the critical moisture content from the first to second drying zone.

Xeq

the equilibrium value of moisture content.

X (θ) Mean volumetric moisture content, function of the time, dry basis (kg/kg)
Y

Absolute humidity (kg/ kg)

V0

Solid volume in the dryer (m3)
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Greek
δ

Volume fraction of bubbles in a fluidized bed

δ

Thickness of mate particle (m)

ε

Porosity

εmf

minimum fluidization bed voidage

φ

Shape factor

γb

the volume fraction of particles in a bubble

η

normalized moisture content

μ

the viscosity

ν

the superficial velocity

θ

Drying time (s)

θF

drying elapsed time

ρ

Density (kg/ m3)

σ

Constant characteristic time for a give process condition

τ

Characteristic time (s)

ψ (θ)

Dimensionless moisture content
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Appendix B
Details of the Experimental Procedure
There are two sets of experiments are conducted in a small bed. One spray is done applying high ALR
nozzle which eliminates the agglomeration. Following instruction is used to complete the experiments:
1. The tank is filled with different amount of water
2. The pressure regulator is set about 20 psig to provide minimum flow changing between 1~3 g/s.
3. After 90 s the bed is defluidized
4. Following 150 s of injection the bed refluidized
5. The ALR is about 50%

The second spray is done through TEB nozzle with BFC premixer. Following procedure is applied to
complete the experiments:
1. Bed is fluidized with fluidization velocity about 12 cm/s by setting the pressure at 110 psig.
2. First the water tank is filled with 162 g of water.
3. The water tank is pressurized up to 100 psig with nitrogen to provide the liquid flowrate about
50 g/s.
4. The water injected into the bed while the bed is fluidizing with the velocity of 12 cm/s.
5. After 15 s the bed is defluidized.
6. After 150 second the bed is refluidized and the pressure set at 70 psig to provide the fluidization
velocity about 7 cm/s.
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Following table shows the pressure setting to obtain different ALRs using TEB_BFC nozzle.

ALR (%)

Air regulator (psig)

0

0

0.5

90

1

120

1.5

150

2

180

The sugar solution injection is done by following procedure:
1. The tank is filled with 37 g of sugar solution.
2. The pressure is set at 100 psig
3. Liquid flowrate is about 30 g/s
4. The bed is refluidized after 15 s
5. The bed is refluidized following 150 s of injection by setting the regulator about 20 psig to
operate the bed at minimum fluidization velocity.
6. Samples are taken from the bed when the bed is totally dries out by sieving at different mesh sizes
varying between 1mm, 3mm, 7mm and 11mm.
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